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COVER: Tlte couer pbotograplt i: of tlte fireplace in the

moruing room of tbe D. M. Amberg hoase at Grand

Rapidg Micbigan. The commission for tbis bailding wa:

fir$ placed uitb Frank Lloyd lYrigbt but tbe actual design

and superuision of construction wat carried out by Marion

Mahony and H. V. uon Hol$. A small drawing of the

vme fireplace is reproduced on tlte table of contents page.

Pboto and drawing from the' lVestern Arcbitect.

LEFT: Tltis "Stady for Fountain and Driueway Light"
tuat to baue been used at Millihin Place in Decatur, Illinoit
ar a part of tbe oaerall plan for tbe Iruing Houte and the

tuto Mueller bouset. Drawing from tlte 1913 Cl:icago

Arcb itectural Clab Catalogue.

THE PRAIRIE SCHOOL REVIE\Y/ is published four times
a year by The Prairie School Press, 117 l.ir Street, Park
Forest, Illinois. \il. R. Hasbrouck, Editor and Publisher,
Il{arilyn V/hittlesey Hasbrouck, Assisranr Editor. Ntanuscripts
concerning the Prairie School of Architecture and related
arts are solicited. Reasonable care will be used in handling
manuscripts and such material will be returned if return
postage is enclosed. Single copy price 91.50, subscription
$5.O0 per year in U.S. and Canada, $6.00 elsewhere. Issues
are mailed flat in envelopes. Address all change of address
notices, subscription or back issue inquiries to the Editor
at the above address. @Copyright 1966 by V. R. Hasbrouck.
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From tbe EDITORS

Tbe problem of prercruation of bi:toric arcbitectare * not always conftned t0 preuent-

ing the destruction of buildingt. Occasionally the area surrounding an important rtructure
is treated in a manner detrimental to the ouerall impact of tbe bailding, nen tboagh
tbe principle rtractare is in no immediate danger of detraction. This is recognized at
a legitinate point of concern by mott modern planners and is prouided for in the long
ouerdae Landmarks ordinance ubiclt bopefally will someday be enacted by Clticago't
City Coancil. A current example of tb* problem b Cbicago't Monadnoch buitding
located at Jachson and Dearborn Streets.

Tbe only clear uiau tlte public bas euer had of the Monadnocb is at present-uhile
tbe old coarthouse t razed and before anytlting nal has been built on the block it
formerly occupied. Thi: i: to be tbe site, of coarse, of hto still to be erected Federal
Cmter baildings wbicb were designed by Ladwig Mies uan der Rohe. Tl:e first strxtchtre

of t/te Federal Center cttmplex now standt nofilt and ea$ of the Monadnoch at sbown

in the shetcb below. Miet' original proposal would haue placed a ntin to tbe first
rtrilctare on tbe we$ balf of tlte old courthoase block and tbe Monadnock uould ltaue

faced the open clart between tlte tuo stt'actarer. No sucb vtisfactory relationship of tbe
old and neta ltas been acltieued by tlte late$ plan.

Wat is the conpelling reason for locating the tall bailding tquarely in front of the
Morudnoch? Mies ba a rqaare block in whicb to site only two buildings, tlte bigb ffice
block and a aery low lying postal bailding, now planned at the southeast corner of
Adamt and Clarh. I belieue tltat we arefilly juttfted in suggetting tbat farther $adiet
be made before construction begins. Thh is an lpportane time t0 undertake sach an
eualaation since tbe clnstructiln of tlte nto remaining rtractarer bat been temporarily
delayed

The Monadnock * one of tbe greatert of tbe great buildings of tbe Cbicago School
in general and of John Wellborn Root in particular. Tlte Federal Center will be a
moftament to the "nal" Cbicago Scbool and a tedit to Mies. Let not its crisp steel
and glarfacade hide the elegantprofile of the Monadnock.
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An interior penpectiue of the second projectfor tbe Childe

Harold Wllt boase in Detroit, Michigan. This drawing

demonstrates the tecbniqae uted by Marion Mahony in her

rmd ering t/:roug/tout /t er career.

Tbe Early W'ork of Marion Mabony Griffin
By David T. Van Zanten*

Mr. Dauid T. Van Zanten b doing ltis doctoral work at Hantard Uniuersity in the field of art bistnry. Preuioaily

be was a Uniuersity Scholar at Princeton and attended the Courtaald Institute in London. For seueral vmmers he bas

worhed for the Natioul Park Seruice doing HABS work in uarious areas. He has also been published by the Jotrnal
of theSocieeof Arcltitectural Historians. Thispaperwat prepared daring the academic year 196)-66.

For the breadth of their interests, the sincerity
with which they pursued their ideals, and the efforts
they made to embody them in their architectural
projects, the husband and wife design team of
Marion Mahony and Walter Burley Griffin deserve
a special place among the architects of the "Prairie
School". Although the influence of Frank Lloyd
l7right was obvious in their earliest works, it dis-
appeared before their move to Australia in 1,974,
replaced by a personal style based on non-Wrightian
theories of proportion, color, and structure. Build-
ings were only a small part of their concern. From
the first l7alter concentrated on landscape design
and community planning, inspired by contemporary
social theories. Later both of the Griffins became
active in community affairs and prominent in the
Australian Anthroposophical Society.

The Griffins' work after their marriage in 1911 -

and Walter's activity before that date - recently have

" I would like to thank Roy A. Lippincott, Barry Byrne,
Professor Villiam Rudd, Vinthrop Sears, lr. at the Ford
Archives, and Mrs. Stephen Nemtin at Taliesin for all the
help they gave with collecting this material.

been the subject ofseveral publications.r Professor
H. Allen Brooks' forthcoming book will examine
it further. One interesting part of the story, how-
ever, has not attracted much attention: Marion's
designs before her marriage and subsequent
submersion into the Griffins' common artistic
personality. By 1p11 she had been at work as an

architect for seventeen years. During that period
she executed a variety of projects, some of which
were quite large. I would like to survey those years
here.

Marion Lucy Mahony, as she relates in the un-
published biography of her husbaod, The Magic of
America,2 was born in Chicago in 187 3. She was the
second of the five children of an Irish-American
from Cork and a woman of New England stock

1 James Birrell, V/alter Burley Grffin, 1964; Robin Boyd,
"Griffin in Melbourne", Architectmal Reuieu, February, 1965;
and Mark L. Peisch, Tlte Chicago School of Architecture, 1965.

2 A typewritten manuscript in four copies (four volumes,
eight sections). One copy dated September 30, 1949, is in
the New York Historical Society and another in the Burnham
Library, Chicago.
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settled on the Mississippi side of Illinois.: Her
father died when she was about twelve years old,
but her undaunted mother, principal of the
Komensky Elementary School in Chicago, brought
up the family and provided for their education.
Marion attended the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology from September 1890 to May 1,894,
when she became the first woman to receive the
degree of Bachelor of Science in Architecture at
that institution. While at M.I.T., she recalls, she
demonstrated a facile touch in drawing and render-
ing but little aptitude for the intellectual exercises
of academic eclecticism and avoided the library as

much as possible.a She loved the drama society

Marion and Walter Barlry Griffin in fancy dres (first and

tecond front lefi) in front of their boute in Autralia.
Marion kept her interert in the drama tbrctagbout ber ltfe.

Caurtesy of the New-Yorh Historical Society, Nau Yrtrk

City.

and spent most of her time at that instead. Her
thesis had a relatively unacademic subject, "An
Artist's House and Studio".5

In the summer of 1894 Marion returned to
Chicago and entered the ofitce of her cousin Dwight
Perkins as a cub draftsman, helping with the Stein-
way Hall working drawings.o A slackening of work
forced Perkins to let her go a year later, and she
joined Frank Lloyd Wright's office where the Heller
house and the Francis apartments were on the
drawing boards.z Although she spent most of her
time with Wright between 1895 and 1!0!, Marion
only came in "on call" and regularly worked for

1 Ibirl.: vol. IV, P. 1lOa (pagination several times altered:
references are to the numbers in the lower right corner of
the New York copy).

4 lbitl.: vol. IV, pp. 152-151.

5 A great deal of searching in the basement of M.I.T. has

proven that the thesis unfortunately has been destroyed.

6 The Magic of Anerico: vol. IV, caption to plate 30.

7 Ibid.: vol. IV, pp. 75b, 9o-'1o4.

other architects as well as accepting commissions
on her own. She had herself listed in the L&eside
Directory af Chicago from 1898 to i903 (under the
address 281 !7est Adams Street)and again in 1905,
1! 10, and 191 1. B Exactly what she did during
these years will probably never be established, but
I have located a number of projects demonstrating
a consistent approach and development. Identifzing
the numerous renderings and illustrations which
she did on the side would surely nor materially
alter this picture.

Marion's earliest major independent commission
was All Souls' Unitarian Church in Evanston,
Illinois. In 19O2 the minister, James Vila Blake,
was forced to found a splinter congregation. He
was a friend of the Mahony familyeand asked
Marion to design him a small meeting house.t0
It consists of a sunken octagonal "parlor" opening
under a balcony into a rectangular gabled audi-
torium with exposed ceiling beams and slightly
Gothic pointed windows and paneling. The
stuccoed exterior is built up of clean geometric
forms accented by simplified historical motifs (like
the cavetto cornice of the parior) and patterned
ceramic tile panels.

This design was consistent with contemporary
developments in auant garde Chicago architecture
around 1900. An increasingly ordered treatment
of mass composition and interior space had charac-
terized the American "Shingle Style" in domestic
design after 188), exemplified by Bruce Price's
Tuxedo Park houses of that year. rl This was intro-
duced to Chicago in the late 'eighties through the
work of Joseph L. Silsbee and led to a series of
strongly geometricized designs like George !7.
Maher's A.D. Wheeler house and Frank Lloyd
Wright's Bagley house, both of 1894. This develop-
ment, probably combined with some European
ideas like those of C.F.A. Voysey and M.H. Bailiie
Scott, tz soon produced a group of unshingled
structures of even purer geometric form; for ex-
ample, Robert C. Spencer's Ladies' Home Joumal
8 In 1902 and 1903 she gave her profession as reacher
rather than architect. In 1903 and l9O4 she also listed
herself under the name Mahoney.

9 Blake dedicated his book SoilDetr to l{rs. Mahony ( 1902 )
and in his Dlscoueries of 1904 dedicated a poem to Marion
(no. 87 ).

70 The Magic af Auerica: vol. IV, pp. 16)-165. The original
ink sketches reproduced here are attached to the New York
copy.

11 A development examined in detail by Vincent Scully in
his Sltingla Style (pp. lt3ff .).
1,2 Barry Byrne remembers that one of the few books in
Vright's library was a publication of colored renderings of
the works of Voysey and Scott. There are many indications
of Vright's appreciation for English architectural develop-



All Soalt' Unitarian Church, Euanston, Illinoit. Firct
project, I 902.

Drawings are all tbrough tlte courtety of tbe New-York
Hittorical Society, I'lew Yorh Ci4t.

7

A B O VE. Presentation rad ering.

CENTER: Sectiot of the firtt project
LEFT: Plan of tbe first project.i-!
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8

T/:e All Soals' Unitarian Cbarcb as bailt at Euanston,

Illinois. This wall bailding wat demolished in 196o.
Photo from Western Architect, Septernbu, 1912.
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THL CHUI]CH OF ALL 5OIJL5
LVAN5TON " ILLINOI5
MAR1ON MAHONY GRIF'FIN " ARChIITLCT

C

t

TOP: Plan of tbe All Soult' [Jnitarian Churclt, Et)anton,
I/linois.
BELOW: All Soal:' (Jnitarian Cltarclt interictr.
Plan and pbotograpb from We$*n Arcbitect, Septanber,
1912.

designs of rgoo-t9o1r3 and Frank Lloyd Wright's
Oak Park Studio.ra Like Marion's A1l Souls'
project, these buildings are characterized by clean
geometric massing, open interior spaces, and
simplified historical motifs.

Marion's first profect for Al1 Souls', however,
did not suit the building committee who wanted
"something Gothic". Thus she provided a second
design which was carried out in 1903 (and de-
molished in 1960).ls This was a simple rectanguiar
auditorium under a tall gable roof with quarry-
faced masonry and pointed windows. The interior
was enlivened with arched, skyJit spaces at the
entrance and altar walls as well as with delicate
Wrightian lighting fixtures, planter boxes, and
leaded glass. Although the building was essen-
tially a Gothic compromise, Marion did manage to
imbue it with the exotic flavor of Wright's work
through her handling of the skylights with their
rich patterns casting a mottled light on the clean
forms below.

ments at this time; in 1900 he met C. R. Ashbee and in
1901 he delivered his talk "The Art and Craft of the
I\lachine" filled with references to the English "Arts and
Crafts " movement.

1J October, 1900: p. 21; January, 1901: p. 2l; May, 1901:
pp. 21 and 33; andJune, 1!01: p. 21.

14 Robert C. Spencer's article on Frank Lloyd Vright's work
published in the Boston Arcltitactaral Reuicu in 1900 pro-
vides many more examples. Professor Hitchcock touches
on this development in "Frank Lloyd V/right and the
'Academic Tradition' in the Early ')O's",Jawtal of the lyarburg
md Cotrtauld Intitilter, 7944: pp. 46-61.

1) Pubiished rn the lYerten Architect, Seprember, 1912.
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Apparently resembling the first project for A1l

Souls' was a scheme for a summer house in
Hubbard Woods which Marion drew up for her
family. In The Magic of Anericu she describes it as

"a long narrow oblong with octagonal rooms flank-
ing on either side towards the front".16 This, she

says, was immediately before Wright designed the
Husser house (built in 1899), with which she

compares it. The Hubbard Woods house was never

built and I have been unable to locate any of the
designs. Her brief description, however, indicates
that she tried an even more complex piay of geo-
metric forms in the facade than she had in the {irst
projects for All Souls' Church.

Barry Byrne remembers Marion once telling him
that she designed the Catherine White double house
at 7)O3-7 307 Ridge Avenue in Evanston for Myron
Hunt. Hunt opened his office in Chicago in 1897
and a photograph of the completed house (with
Hunt alone cited as architect) was published in the
htland Architecl in November, 1899, bracketing the
date of its construction. In spite of Marion's asser-

tion of her authorship,the house is very like Hunt's
contemporary designs. The boxey massing, wide
Ievel eaves, peaked roofs, and simplified details are

familiar from the two Sweet houses or his own
residence which he erected in Evanston at this time.
Unique to the White house, however, is the com-
plex terracing in front of the entrance porch: a

geometric structure of steps, balustrades, and

benches creating broad horizontals to relate the
house to the ground. Also unexpected is the use

of orange and red brick with brownstone trim,
later to appear in Marion's D. M. Amberg house.
One would suspect that Marion did some of the
detailing for this house while Hunt was responsible
for the general design. tz

16 The Magic of America: vol. IV, p. 75b, repeated, p. 331.

17 Barry Byrne feels that Dwight Perkins' schools of 1910
show Marion's touch - especially the Karl Schurz High
School with its terra cotta brick and brownstone color
scheme, tall gables, and massive piers. 'Ihis group of de-

Marion's steadiest employer during these years

was Frank Lloyd Wright. Barry Byrne, a co-worker
in the Oak Park Studio, remembers her doing
designs for furniture, leaded glass, lighting fixtures,
and glass mosaics.rs But Wright's determination to
take credit for all the work coming out of the office
- Byrne remembers the sharp reprimands which
any reference to "Miss Mahony's design" would
elicit - and the presence in the Studio of men like
William Drummond and Walter Burley Griffin who
were also entrusted with some designing make
specific examples of her work difficult to establish. le

The furniture, window, and lighting iixture de-

signs coming out of the Studio during and after
her stay there are very consistent in style; there
seems to be no evidence of her having tried to
assert her artistic individuality. Many claims made
throughout Tbe Magic of Anericn concerning de-

signs in Wright's office which were "wholly" hers

or Griffin's should probably be understood as

exaggerations, the result of the great resentment
she later felt toward Wright who already in 7914
was accusing her husband of stylistic "highway
robbery" and "sucking his eggs"20 and who later
referred to him as a "draftsman who went to
Australia".

The 'Japanese" presentation drawings which
began to be made in I7right's Studio around 1906
are definitely known to be from Marion's hand.
Barry Byrne remembers that she used the technique
with greater skill than anyone else in the office, but
that Birch Burdette Long actually was the first to
try the "trick" with Wright's coaching. This would
seem logical in view ofLong's love ofJapanese art
around 1900 and his great facility as a renderer.
Therefore not even the famous "Mahony render-
ings" would seem to have been her original
invention.

signs is unique in Perkins' oerure , which was generally
eclectic, but Roy Lippincott, who was working with Marion
from late 1909, remembers nothing about her ghosting for
Perkins.

18 Barry Byrne published some reminiscences of the Studio
in his review of Drexler's Drauingt of Frank Lloyd lVrigbt

(Jouna/ of the Society af An:hitectrrul H*toriat, Xil, 1963:
pp.108-109).

19 A forthcoming study by Allen Brooks will deal with
"hands" in the drawings done at the Studio during this
period. This should do much to elucidate Marion's position.

20 l{arion Mahony Griffin, "Democratic Architecture" I and

Il, Building (Sydney), June 12, 1914: pp. 101-102; August
1.2, 7914: pp. 88-91.

LEFT:
The erttrance to the Cat/terine White boase at Euan$on,

Illinois. Marion Mabony claimed to baue deigned tbis

bailding while employed by Myron Hunt. Pltoto from
Hottse Beatttiful, April, 1904.
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Tltis Birch Bardette Long rendering wat firct prbli:/ted itt
tbe 1 901 catalogae of the Cbicago Arcltitectural Clab.

Mariot Mabony rced a similar techdrTae tltrougboat ber
long career.

In October of t9O9 Frank Lloyd Wright ran off
to Europe with Mrs. Cheney and sold a part of his
practice to Hermann V. von Holst who employed
Marion to carry on several large commissions:
von Holst ( 187)- 1915) 2r was a friend of the
"Prairie School" architects and had his office in
Steinway Hall. But he was chiefly renowned for his
knowledge of the orders and his skill with academic
water color renderings.2? During the academic year
190)-1906 he was Associate Professor of Architec-
tural Design at the Armour Institute of Technology
and worked on four architectural books of essen-
tially Beaax Arts character for the American School
of Correspondence headquartered there. 23 He was

a great committee man and his name could be
found on many art club boards.

Von Holst's background was impressive. He
was the son of the German political scientist
Hermann Eduard von Holst and a New York
socialite, Annie Isabelle Hatt. Born in Freiburg,
Germany, he came to America in 1891 when his
father irccepted a professorship at the University
of Chicago. In 1891 he received a B.A. at the
University of Chicago and in 7896 a B.S. in archi-
tecture from the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology. His thesis was a good academic hospital
design. Von Holst then returned to Chicago and
entered the office of Shepley, Rutan and Coolidge.
Only in 1905 did he have himself listed in the
Ltheside Directr.try of Chicago with an address in the
highly respectable Rookerv Building.

Unfortunately von Holst's drawings and office
records seem to have been destroyed. He had no
children or close relatives in America and no one
whom I have contacted among his old friends and
office force know what happened to his belongings
after he and his wife died in Florida. We must thus
extrapolate on the basis of published sources and
drawings which Marion photographed or - in a few
cases - retained possession of.

The few von Holst designs of which we have
record before Marion's arrival in the office are very
ordinary and non-descript. The George A. Matchette
house in Bethlehem, New Hampshire, built in
1904-1905 is in the familiar "Shingle Style";2a the
cow barn on the Littleton, New Hampshire, estate

21 Obituary tn the Chicago Tribme, October 1a,7955.
22 In 1905, 1906, and 1907 he exhibited warer color
sketches of European cityscapes in the Chicago Architectural
Club Exhibitions.

23 Cyclopedia of Drawing, 79O5i A Study af the Orden, t9o6;
Cyclopedia af Architecture, Carpentry, and Btilding, 10 volumes,
l9O7-1,908; a,nd, Arcbitectura/ Dratuing and Letteriilg, 19O8.

24 Cyclopedia of Architectilre, Carpentryt, and Bailding (7907
edition): vol. II, facing pp. 2S8 and 298.
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of J. J. Glessner built in 1906-1907 is a piquant
"Queen Anne" design; 2s and the competition proj-
ect for the Home of the Knights of Pythias at
Decatur, Illinois, done in collaboration with Lorin
A. Rawson about 1907 is Tudor on an academic
plavl.to About i906 von Hoist met the public
utilities magnate Samuel Insull (recently the subject
of Forrest McDonald's Innll) who began to pass

on to him a steady stream of electric company
substation designs. The first of these seems to have
been that of the North Shore Electric Company on
Grove Street in Evanston, a non-descript "stripped
classical" structure in brick.2r When Roy Lippincott
entered von Holst's office inJuly, 1909 substations
comprised most of his work.

In 1909 von Holst moved his office to the ninth
floor of Steinway Hall. With Wright's departure a

few month later he inherited several commissions
for "Prairie Style" houses. After helping settle
things in the Oak Park Studio, Marion switched
over to von Holst's oflice full-time and established
a subdivision with a half-dozen draftsn.ren under
her, among them Albert N{cArthur from Wright's
Studio and Ro1, Lippincott, Griffin's future brother-
in-law. Marion asserts in 7'he ilIagic r.,f America that
she had complete control of design in this sub-

division, and after 1912 she was cited in contem-
porary publications as "associate". Her first concern
was to carry on four Wright commissions: the
David M. Amberg house in Grand Rapids, Michi-
gan, and the E. P. Irving, Robert NIueller, and

Adolph Mueller houses, all in Decatur, Illinois.

In 1901 Frank Lloyd Wright designed David NI.

Amberg a house to be at the corner of Logan
Street and College Avenue in Grand Rapids. This
was not built, but in 1909 Wright erected a house
two blocks away for Meyer S. May whose wife was

David Amberg's daughter. In the same year David
Amberg decided to build a home on the plot he

had planned to use eight years before. N{rs. Callie
S. Amberg, his daughter-in-1aw, says that Frank
Lloyd Wright was again commissioned to design
the house immediately before he left for Europe 28

(there is no record of the second Amberg com-
mission at Taliesin). The house was subsequently
designed and erected by Marion for von Holst

25 lbid. (i907 edition): vol. II, facingp.66.

26 lbid. ( 1 908 edition): vol. II, frontispiece.

27 Photographs and drawings of many of these buildings
are preserved in the files of the Commonwealth Edison
Company who kindly permitted me to sift through them.

28 Letter to the author ofJanuary 72,1966.

and still stands, although now partitioned into five
apartments 2e.

Tbefront eleuation of the Anberg house clearly indicates its
excellent state of preteruation and sltous Marion l/l.abony't
personal style in ber designs for tbe planter unts anr/ otlter
detailt.

T/tis nortb uiar r,,f tbe Dauid 14, Amberg bott.re in Grand

Rapid:, Michigan shous tlte building ar it appeors tldt)).
Photo by Allen S*asfor HABS.

The house is basically Wrightian in plan, mass-
ing, and detail. But the overly rich use of materials
strikes one at once: the walls are of bright orange
brick with brownstone copings broken by bays of
cleam stucco and dark brown wood trim. It stands
ofl a gtay concrete plinth and is covered with a red
tile roof and green copper eaves. The massing is
very complex - particularly around the living room

29 Extensively published in the Wertern Architect, October,
1911. Lippincott asserts that it was entirely designed by
Marion and one is inclined to agree, if only on account of
the numerous esthetic mistakes V/right would have avoided.
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Tbis presentatior rettdering of the firtt project for tbe
Childe Harold Wlk houe is dated Decernber 1909, only
a few weeks after Wrigbt't departure for Earope. lVrigltt':
inflaence ir aery apparent.

15
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gable - and even a bit confused in the gte^t variety
of window sizes and wall treatments. Beside this,
the restricted buff brick-limestone color scheme
and tight horizontal composition of I7right's May
house seem very restrained. Marion tried several
new ideas in the detailing: Wright's bowl-shaped
planters are here replaced with complex cubic ones
and ceramic tiles are set into the plaster gables and

eaves continuing the pattern of the leaded glass

windows within a gridwork of incised lines.

The Decatur houses form a single group along
Millikin Place. Wright had completed the working
drawings for the Irving house and in The l\agic of
America Marion claims only to have designed the
"furniture, carpets, draperies, radiator screens, and

glass" of the interior.30 A11 are in the contemporary
style of Wright's office, although the desk-couch is

a very complex design. The iandscaping of the
group was done by Walter Burley Griffin. 3l

The other two Decatur houses are entirely
Marion's creations,32 but they are chiefly remark-

30 Extensivelypublished tnthe lYerteril Arcltitect, April, 1913.
The editors credit von Holst with redesigning the exterior
fbr brick (Vright's design was entirely stuccoed) but N{arion,
surprisingly enough, nowhere claims to be the author of the
whole house.

31 His drawings for the layout are now in the Burnham
Lrbrary.

32 In 1976 \X/right included these two houses in an ex-
hibition of his work at the Chicago Art Institute. There are

Aboue is the Adolph Maeller hoase nt Decatar, Illinois as

it appeared shortly afier it was built. Tbe plan is tbown

below. Plan /rotn the Architectural Record. Photo cotrtesy

of the Neu-York Historical Society, Nat York City.
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Tbe Robert Mreller hoase and it plan are sbown hue. It
is located on lLillikin Place in Decatur a fau doors fron
the Adolph Mteller boue. Frank Lloyd Wrigbt's boate

for tbe lruing family is located betueat tbe two Mueller
bouset. Plan /ron the Arcbitechtal Record. Photo coartety

of the Nau-Yorh Hittorical Society, Nau Yorh City.

able for the completeness with which they repro-
duce lTright's style. Their open "pinwheel" pians
are arranged around his familiar long visual axes.
One is stuccoed, the other brick; one is hip roofed,
the other gabled. Each is just an exercise in these
two Wrightian vocabularies. Only the rejected pre-
liminary design for the Adolph Mueller house with
its slab porte cochbre and fragments of Sullivan orna-
ment is at all original. In the executed houses only
the ceramic tile panels in the facade of the Robert
Mueller house reveal Marion's decorative touch. 33

A design for a "fountain and driveway light" for
the Miilikin Place grounds was exhibited in the
Chicago Architectural Club in 1912 which is one
of the most successful of Marion's elaborate decora-
tive features. Unfortunately it appears not to have

been erected.

no documents to back up his claim of authorship. Marion
(Tbe Magit of America: vol. IV, p.2O7) and Lippincott assert
her authorship. The houses were published in rhe Architec-
twal Record of October, 1 9 16 as by "Hermann V. von Holst,
architect, Marion M. Griffin, associate" (pp. 299-)OO and
l0r-306). Two preliminary drawings in the New York copy
of Tbe Magic of Aneria (figure 11) differ appreciably from
the finished houses; whatever Marion's initial inspiration
was, she altered it considerably before arriving at her final
solution.

ll A preliminary design for the living room of the Robert
Mueller house was published in Baildiry (Sydney), October
77, 7973: p. 64a.
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Von Holst also received a large commission in
Detroit through Wright, the Childe Haroid Wilis
house. Barry Byrne remembers l7right meeting
Wills immediately before he fled to Europe.
Although there is no record of the commission at
Taliesin, the first von Holst design for Wills, dated
December 1909, must have been the result of the
contact Wright had established. Like the other
designs just discussed, this is basically Wrightian
in character, but elaborately detailed. Using the
system ofaxially-related spaces defined by an open-
work of isolated piers familiar from Wright's Martin
house in Buffalo of 1904, Marion creates a very
complex plan. The small number of piers and

variety of spaces go beyond Wright, but perhzrps

lose some of the lucidity of his planning. The de-
tailing is considerably richer and more imaginative

First project for the Cbilde Harold Wlls houe in Detroit,
Micltigan. Vill: ltad some preliminary discarion with Frank

Lloyd Wright concerning tbit project jutt before Wrigbt

krt fo, Europe in 1909. Coartesy of the Nat-Yorh
Historical Society, Neta York Cit.y.

than in the Mueller houses, especially the ceramic
tile patterns around the entrance and the great
fountain in the back court.

Soon after this first project had been drawn up,
Roy Lippincott remembers, !(ills changed the site
and a new design had to be prepared. Only a single
interior view from this scheme survives in a photo-
graph in the New York copy of The Magic of
America. It again is chiefly remarkable for such
decorative devices as the interior fountain and the
radiator screens in the heavily decorated piers.
This project did not get to the working drawing
stage either, Lippincott says, for Wills now ran into
domestic troubles and decided not to build a house
at all.

Marion's subdivision in von Holst's oflice also
produced several designs which were not inherited
Wright commissions. The largest of these is a

project for an unidentified multi-storied building
which is now among the Griffin drawings at the
Avery Library. Lippincott thinks he remembers
doing the drawing under Marion for von Holst and
Barry Byrne is sure he never saw it in Griffin's
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renderings on silk many of which are now in the
Avery Library. After a long siege, chronicled in the
delightful "Autobiography of Xantippe" in The
.l/l.agic of Anerica, she took him by storm, and they
were married on the twenty-ninth of June, 1911.

With N{arion's marriage we reach the limits of
this survey. Two prol'ects which she executed im-
mediately afterwards, however, cast a good deal of
light on her artistic personality. The first is a shorr
essay entitled "The Bungalow Indoors" published
as part of the book One Hmdred Bangalows in 7912.
Here she is principally concerned with praising the
beauty of natural materials and making simple
planning suggestions in the spirit of the current
"Arts and Crafts" publications of Gustav Stickley.
The following passage is typical:

Honesty should lead us to use materials in
accordance with their nature, and calls for
highly intelligent research into their qualities
and possibilities. The character of many of our
rougher brick demands the elimination of high
polish in the finish of wood to be used in
connection with them, and moreover the
beauty of the wood itself should lead us t<r

keep it as nearly natural as is compatible with
necessity for protection. All the woods are
beautiful and only the artistocratic antipathy
for the common can account for the common-
place, vulgar habit of imitating mahogany, for
example, with red gum or birch.35

This lrawing t of the Doyle bouse, a project u,bich wat
to ltaue been bailt itt Rogers Parh nenr Chicago. The
arcbitects were uut Holtt attd Fyfe. The daign wat by

Marion Ma/ton.1, but the delinerttr.tr was Ro.y A. Lippitlcltt
who later marriel Walter Barlq, Grtffh': tister. Drataing

fron tlte Cbicago Arc/titectaral Club cotalog of lOlS.

o{fice. It is not a very effective design. Essentially
it follows the system of Wright's E-Z Polish factorv
with the addition of a few heavy-handed mouldings
and rwo weakly-articulated framing masses. Smaller
but finer is the design for the Doyle house in
Rogers Park which was exhibited in the Chicago
Architectural Club in t912. The restraints posed by
such a small house seem to have forced N{arion to
develop a design with better order and more evenly
articulated than she had in her large houses.

When Marion moved into Steinway Hall to join
von Holst late in 1909, she found herself near
Walter Burley Griffin who since 1907 had rented
an oflice in the loft. V'/hat had been a friendship at
the Oak Park Studio now became love, at least on
Marion's side. In The l\agic of America she relates:
"When I encountered !7.B.G. I was first swept off
my feet by -y delight in his achievements in my
profession, then through a common bond of
interests in nature and intellectual pursuits, and
then with the man himself. It was by no means a

case of love at first sight but it was a madness
when it struck."3a In order to pursue the imper-
turbable bachelor she volunteered to join his office
part time to make the beautiful series of colored

*-\l

..?/

Tbt i/lustrution uas t/oxe for Marion's ihort efftry ahtch
appeared in One Httndred Bangalou in i 912.

Frank Lloyd Wright would surely not have dis-
agreed. But when we look at the four iilustrations
which Marion included, we find her designing in a

weak "Arts and Crafts" style. The bold rhythms

l5 Published by the Building Brick Association of Arnerica,
Boston, 7972: pp. 114-120.

19

34 Yol. IV, p. 157
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and idiosyncratic forms which she had previously
borrowed from Wright are entirely missing. I do
not see any reason to doubt her sincerity; she was
now married to a prospering architect and had no
reason to do hack work. She simply enjoyed trying
another style. As we have frequently noted, when
she was working in Wright's style for von Holsr,
she exhibited nothing more personal than a flair
for decorative details. Within the general limits of
the "progressive" schools, lrom Stickley to Wright,
Marion felt free to try whatever caught her fancy.

The second project which Marion executed im-
mediately after her marriage, a country house for
Henry Ford, also demonstrates her essentially de-
rivative and decorative approach. Ford had been
buying land along the Rouge River in Dearborn
for a country estate since 1908.s0 In 1909 he
erected a smail bungaiow there. After a few years

this proved too small, and on the recommendation
of Childe Harold Wills, he engaged the firm of
von Holst and Fyfe to design a new mansion.
Unfortunately, no written contract was drawn up.37
On July 75, 1973, Ford stated in a newspaper
interview that he had begun to haul material for
the building.:e The foundations of the house, a

swimming pool, and a power plant were actually
erected before a dispute arose between Ford and
the architects resulting in a law suit 3q and the
hiring of a new architect, W. H. Van Tine of Pitts-
burgh. At the same time (1914) Jens Jensen was

engaged to lay out the grounds. ao

Four drawings by l\{arion pertaining to this
house survive in the possession of the art depart-
ment at Northwestern University. They seem to be
the layouts for presentation drawings of a pre-
liminary design (the interior section differs slightly
from the project shown in the other three sheets).
Although these drawings do not tell us what actually
was put under construction, they are of great
interest in themselves.

The title block offers a hint about their date:
"von Holst and Fyfe, architects, Marion M. Griffin,

16 A. Nevins, Ford: The Times, the Man, the Conpan),, 1954:
p. ,84.

37 Detroit Jotmal, July 12, 22, 23 and September L, 1915-
There is no mention of Frank Lloyd V/right being the inter-
mediary between Ford and von Holst (cf. G. C. Manson,
Franh Lloyd Vrigbt to 191o,795a: p.21,3).

38 Detroit Joamal, July 16, 1971.

39 This law suit unfortunarely resulted in Ford's giving all
the records pertaining to the von Holst commission to the
lawyers. Nor was the case of sufficient importance to be
summarized in the contemporary Iegal reporters.

40 L. K. Eaton, Landscape Artist it America; Tbe lfe and aorh
ofJens Jensen, 1964: pp. 126-127.

associate". This was later altered by Marion to
read "von Holst and Fyfe associate architects,
Marion M. Griflin, designing architect". Von Holst
went into partnership with the M. I. T.-trained
architect-engineer James L. Fyfe sometime in l)12,
late enough that they are still listed separately in
the Lakeide Directory of Chicago of that year, but
early enough that drawings shown at the Chicago
Architectural Club Exhibition of May, l)12, are
under the corporate name. Furthermore, Ford and
his famiiy took their first extended European holi-
day in the summer of 1912 (from the middle of
July to the beginning of September),ar and con-
sidering the preparations usually made for such
tours one would assume that Ford did not get the
serious and complex business of building a large
country house underway until his return. Marion
later pencilled the date 1912 ort one of the North-
western drawings, and I would be inclined to
understand this as signif,ing late 7972.42

The design shown in these drawings seems to
be based on an uneasy combination of the styles
of Frank Lloyd Wright and Walter Burley Griffin.
To Wright Marion owes the long horizontal lines
of the eaves and windows as well as the asymmetri-
cal composition of the river front. To Walter should
be credited the adoption of fireproofconcrete con-
struction a3 - something he had been very concerned
with since about 1908 - and the consequent disror-
tion of Wright's essentially wooden conceptions.
Also Walter's are the monotonous rhythm of the
second story fenestration and the cubic, modular
treatment of forms, over-scaled and built up entirely
of right and fortyfive degree angles. The strict
adherence to a large-scale module had been the
essence of Walter's personal style beginning with
a design dated Z6 December, 790644 and was used
in the Frank Palma house (working drawings dated
from 8 March, 1!11) to create a stark geometric
design almost entirely free of Wrightian motifs. In
the H. M. Mess house (working drawings dated
1) June, 1912) the Palma house scheme was

elaborated with the fortyfive degree window splays
which are so conspicuous in the Ford design.

Both Griffin's and Wright's contributions to
Marion's Ford design, however, consist primarily
of motifs and forms which she uses to achieve her

41 Nevins, op. cit.: pp.444-445.

4Z If the drawings were dated to the summer or spring of
that year they would exhibit a precociousness in relation to
Valter's work which I think the naive planning and ill-
digested borrowings do not warrant.

43 Detroit Neus-Tribune, July 13, 1913.

44 A design for a bungalow for Messrs. Jenkins, Lewis, and
Dickinson at Hollister, California, one of Valter's first in-
dependent commissions.

2t
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characteristically decorative ends. The plan is in-
convenient and probably structurally impossible.
But the detailing - in isolated passages - is magnifi-
cent. The rough masonry of the den cut into the
cliff face, the airy pergola above, and the rich
ceramic tilework in the spandrels reveal her touch.
In the interior Griffin's stiff modular geometry is
transformed into a fantastic prismatic ornamental
style, entirely in terms of right and fortyfive degree
angles.

Thus in this design we see Marion adopting
Gri{lin's style, just as she had Wright's before her
marriage, and developing it with her own fanciful
touch. As an architect, Marion seems to have been
capable only of decorative elaboration. Consistent
architectural conceptualization and invention were
beyond her.

What, then, was her contribution to the Grif{ins'
common artistic personality? It has sometimes been
thought that Marion had a profound influence
upon Walter. But Marion's own statements in The
Magic of America are very humble in this regard. She
remarks in the "Autobiography of Xantippe":

And now upon coming into his (Walter's ) office
she (Marion) had revelation after revelation,
thrill after thrill. Problems which she had seen

struggled over in office after ofiice and never
solved were being solved one after another.
Inspiration, the source of information, had
been tapped and she watched Socrates with
awe and amazement and understanding. as

In another place she says:

During my life I was led by the passing
will'o'the wisp in what I did - drawing, dancing,
drama, architecture. Not so after my marriage -

yes, even before, when I suggested to my
friend Walt that he might find me a useful
person in his ofiice in the matter of the presen-
tation of his work. I presently became deeply
centered in the task of lending a hand in all

This it a section in perspectiue of tbe project prepared for
t/te Henry Ford hoase in 1912. Tbis was done afier

Marion Mahony's morriage to Walter Burlqt Grffin,
Drawing czilrtery of Nortbwettern Uniuersity archiuet.

the emergencies that arose. Trully I lost myself
in him and found it completely satis$/ing.46

Roy Lippincott, who had shifted over to the

Griffins' office around 1!13 (and married Walter's
sister), confirms Marion's modest description of
her artistic relationship with !7alter:

She had an almost worshipful regard for his
genius, and repeatedly expressed to me the
opinion that it was far greater in basic elements

than Wright's. . . . She never attempted to
influence his planning and it is remarkable how
little change there was in any of his designs

between the first little freehand sketches done
on any scrap ofpaper or envelope; but when

it came to detail and pattern she was supreme
and he seldom or never suggested any altera'
tions. The outstanding example was the ceiling
of the Capitol Theatre in Melbourne.aT

Lippincott's remarks seem to agree with what
our survey of Marion's early work has indicated:
she was a great designer of isolated decorative de-

tails, but not an architect and pianner. l7alter had

many interesting ideas relating to structure, land-

scaping, town planning, and style. It has never been
proposed that Marion influenced the first three of
these facets of his work, but that she also did not
contribute to the essentially new and personal
features of his style I think our examination of
Marion's artistic personality has proven. Walter,
however, always suffered from a lack of esthetic
imagination in his detailing which Marion com-
plemented. They were a true design team, each

doing what the other could not, Walter providing
the basic ideas and architectural framework, and

Marion the decorative elaboration.

46 Yol. IV, p. 339.

47 Letter to the author of September 24, 1965.45 Vol.[Y,p.286.
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Tbe Cbicago Art Institate bas a large collection of dmwingt
tach a tbis done by Marion Mahony Grffin. Tltis tree
stady wm probably done ahile she and her batband, Walter
Barlqt Grffix, were liuing in India. Note the dittinctiue
monogram wbicb nearly aluays appeared an ber drawings.
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Book Reaieus
CULTURE AND DEMOCRACY, T/te Snaggle for
Form in Society and Arcbitecture h Chicago and tbe

Mirldle Wat daring t/te Ltfe and Times of Loai: H.
Sulliaan, by Hryb Dalziel Duncan. Bedmin$er Press,

Totowa, New Jercey, 1965. 616 Pp., 37 illustratiou,

81 2.50.

Modern American architecture seems to suffer
from a prolonged, self-conscious detachment of
its practitioners from their native sources. Since
the 1880s architects have had continuous and
direct access to the social philosophy of Louis H.
Sullivan, first through his active participation in
regional and national meetings, and later through
his writings published by the professional press
and beamed in their direction. However, con-
sidering this long period of almost exclusive
"possession", it now seems doubtful whether the
architectural profession ever really tried to under-
stand the breadth or the pertinent quality of
Sullivan's thoughts on which his designs were
based. The title of his Kindergarten Chats, written
for architects (ca. 1901-02), implies that Sullivan
was acutely aware that his audience was difficult
to reach. For this reason especially, sociologist
Hugh Dalziel Duncan's new interpretation should
be a welcome and important addition to the Sul-
livan literature.

The 1960s have seen-outside the profession-
a widespread awakening of interest in Sullivan and
his times. Two generations is the normal, pre-

dictable lapse of time for the dust to settle on
activities in the recent past and for historical per-
spective to permit a sharpened focus. An added
incentive to study the late 1!th century may be
that the current goal-questioning spirit recognizes
the same old issues concerning society and archi-
tecture that were first identified in Chicago and
the Middle West in the 1880s and 90s. Intervening
time, with major wars, depressions and techno-
logical speed-up seems not to have altered but
merely accentuated the basic problems: as pre-
dicted, cities have erupted-socially and physically;
Arnerican architecture has survived the interna-
tional style and now engages the computer; during
the 195Os both the "curtain wall" and Williams-
burg influence permeated to the remote corners
of the country, dramatizing-if architecture is any
index-a need to search again for meaningful iden-
tification of the individual with the spirit of his
time and place in a democratic society.

Dewey, Veblen, Jane Addams and Suilivan were
never more timely for thoughtful re-examination.
Professor Duncan is well equipped for the task;
he is an author who has long been concerned with
interrelated fields, especially the sociology ofliter-

ature and afi. Cilltilre and Democracy is by lar the
most comprehensive and potentially useful of the
many Suliivan readers and biographical studies
that have been published since Hugh Morrison's
Prrgbet of l4odem Arcbitectare (1935). This new book
complements but does not supplant the others.
Except for portions of his introduction and con-
clusions, Duncan writes with unusual architectural
insight. His greatest contribution is in extending
the "Chicago School" concept beyond architecture,
clarifying the unity of literature, education and the
arts with social and economic theory of the time.
The nature of this subject is kaleidoscopic, and he
has developed a significantly wider angle from
which a composite view is possible.

Duncan uses a Sullivanlike structure for his
book, dividing it into nine major parts and fifty-six,
bitesized chapters. The first three parts (more than
one-third of the book) present the historical back-
ground: "Search for Community", "Money as a

Symbol of Life" and "The Struggle for Power in
Chicago". Duncan's account of the Pullman strike,
the Haymarket riots and the Hull House program
is as exciting as tomorrow's news report. His
analysis relates directly to architecture and plan-
ning. Against this background, the remainder of
the book is devoted to the evolution and analysis
of Sullivan's major themes and the Chicago School,
with chapters on Dankmar AdleriJohn Edelmann,

John W. Root, the World's Fair and Burnham's
betrayal of his "benighted brethren of the West"
to men trained in the international style of Europe.

Duncan depends heavily upon a tight sequence
of quotations as he takes the reader along an

intricate path through Sullivan's Cltats, Man Search

and Autobiography. Iterlocutions are woven almost
too deftly into the quoted selections; at times it
is impossible to find Duncan's own words as he
allows Sullivan's poetic phrasing to escape the
customary typographical markings. Since the origi-
nal texts are now available (the Autobiography in
paperback edition since 19)6), Duncan might have
been more effective had he kept his illuminating
commentary on a separate sound tract. His tech-
nique is didactic to the extreme. Some readers
may be annoyed by the redundancy, and those
who are chronologically unwary may get lost
among numerous flashbacks. However, the careful
reader will find fewer slips than might be expected
in a text of more than 60O pages. The author's
use of descriptive subtitles, his documentation with
hundreds offootnotes, and the scholarly index con-
tribute to the book's usefulness. The illustrations,
with the exception of the decapitated Carson Pirie
Scott Store, are well chosen reminders of text
material, cattying their own uneven commentary.



Unfortunately, this urgently needed publication
may lose some of its authority for many readers
because of the author's paradoxical efforts to bring
in prestigious contemporary names and specious
support in his introduction. He echoes this curious
unVeblenlike note emphatically in the final para-
graph of the book. After one has followed the
eloquent discussion of Sullivan's theory of archi-
tecture related to society, it comes as a shock to
have Duncan gratuitously hand the Chicago School
torch to an aloof, international master-architect
who was invited to Chicago because of his dis-
tinguished work in Germany. Shades of Burnham
and Hunt! It is ironical that Duncan should be
caught up by his own words: "To say that art in
Chicago must be disciplined by international stand-
ards of taste, or that local artists must learn by
copying masterpieces made little sense to artists."
Likewise, does it make sense for the author to
speak of the "Legacy of Sullivan" without adequate
recognition of twentieth century continuity in the
Prairie School Group as well as current, torch-
bearing Chicago architects as varied as George Fred
Keck, Larry Perkins and Harry Weese?

Buford L. Pickens
Washington University

THE FORGOTTEN REBEL, Gt/rtaa Stickley and
ht Cral%ntan Mirion Fantitare, by Jobn Crosby Freemar.
Century Hctuse, W'atkinr Glen, New ylrh, 1966. l l2 pp.,
illustrated, 81j.00.

This is a fascinating account of the life and work
of the man who designed and built the original
"mission" furniture that was so popular in the
early twentieth century. This same furniture quickly
fell from public favor when its originator lost con-
trol of his now legendary Crafimal empire. Today
interest in mission furniture is returning as coi-
lectors search it out as being genuinely representa-
tive of an important period of our culture.

Most of the material has previously appeared
in the Antericm Lfe-Collecnr's Annual, also edited
by Mr. Freeman. Regrettably the author did not
take time to edit the text so as to present a better
organized book, for the various chapters read like
individual articles. Still, the work is original and
informative. A complete index to all issues of the
Craftsnan rnagazine (1901-1916) both by author
and subject makes the book particularly useful
for the historian. The relationship of Stickley's
work to that of others such as Elbert Hubbard
and Will Bradley, and the Craftsman movement
as compared to the Art Nouveau are discussed
in detail.

VIEV/S OF ANCIENT MONUMENTS /N CEN.
TRAL AMERICA, CHIAPAS AND YUCATAN,
by Frederick Cathenaood. Barre Pablisbing Company,

Barre, Mossachusetfi, 1965. 24 pp., 2) lithogrnpbed
plates, hoxed. fi27 5. 0o.

Plate nttmber nine fron tbe Catberwood portJalio is tbe
orilamettt ouer the principle doonuay, Casa de/ Gobernador,
Uxmal. Note tbe srlaared :piral motif repeated aboue eitber
ide of the opening.

This is a superb facsimile of the original which
was published as a limited edition of 3oO copies
in New York and London in 1844. As many of
the originals were broken and sold as individual
plates, complete sets have been virtually unob-
tainable for many years.

It has been suggested by several writers that
these drawings had a gteat influence on the work
of Frank Lloyd Wright during the period of the
Midway Gardens through the California concrete
block buildings of the 1920's. Several of the plates
do show the square spiral design which Wright
used for his red square during the last twenty-five
years of his life. However, careful study of these
plates reveals little real evidence that Wright was
influenced by them.

This edition is limited to 500 copies and is
handsomely boxed. The reproduction is excellent,
and the soft lovely colors are beautiful. The price
seems very high but to persons with an interest in
Central American culture, this may be immaterial.
It is not essential to those interested primarily
in the development of the modern movement in
architecture.
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Letters to the Editors
Sirs: August 2r, 196)

Since your Volume II, No. 2, contains a review

of C/ticago's Fnmoas Bailding: (University of Chicago
Press), I wish to point out that the editors made
changes in my text (the comments on the individu-
al buildings) without my knowledge or consent.
Correction of errors and modifications for style I
gladly accept; but in addition a number of changes
were made which alter the sense or add ideas
which I do not share. Contrary to my expectations
and, I believe, to good publishing practice, I was

not shown proofs. (Although this deprived me of
any opportunity to protest or even to discuss these
changes, I am now told that this was done merely
to speed publication.) The Senior Editor of the
Press has assured me that I shall have the right
to make revisions in a re-printing or new edition.
In the meantime I should not like the comments,
as now printed, to be taken as representing my
views accurately in all cases. This is especially true
of Nos. 20, 4>, 6r), 70, etc. In Nos. 6) and 87
the entire comment was contributed by the editors.
I hope it is obvious that I had nothing to do with
the "Glossary".

Your reviewer has correctly called attention ttr
some of the shortcomings of the book in general.

His one remark about the comments on the in-
dividual buildings suggests that he does not dis-

tinguish between speculation and criticism or
appreciation; and, in view of that, one should not
speculate as to what he means by analysis. His
remark shows more, in a negative manner, about
his use of such terms than about the comments
under review. J. Carson Webster

Northwestern University

Tbe aboue letter, reprodtced in its eiltire4), wos raceit,et/

fron Profesor Webster shortly after Volame II, Number
2 of THE PRAIRIE SCHOOL REVIEIY/ nppearctl

in 1965. Other commitments bnue pre,uerted its beitg

Jtrinted befare row.

Dear sirs:
I received your notice that my subscription has

expired. Upon glancing through past issues I feel

little desire to renew. Although I appreciate the
interesting articles and the fine organization, I
feel that I can not indulge a school of hope that
would have Louis and Frank resurrected. The ideals

and concepts are living in their works and in their
writings but believe it or not gentlemen, the times
are changing new and vital works are being
accomplished. Had your Rniew been less intent
on reviewing and taken a more alive look at what
is being done by those who were greatly influenced
by these two men . then I would have wanted
to renew. Any group or person who is so dedi-

cated to the past is doomed especialiy when con-
sidering both Wright and Sullivan arose out of
just the ecclecticism you would have. Are you
out to create a new "order"? Do the Masters
get ploped upon the vegetables of a Corinthian
column? Kansas City, Mo.

Nane uitbheld throrgh editor's prurlettce.

ln Cbicago
Andrew N. Rebori, one of the last members of

the old "Chicago School" architects, passcd away
on May J1, 1966 in Chicago. Mr. Rebori, who
was 80 years of age, was employed by De Leuw
Cather and Company at the time of his death.

Mr. Rebori was born in 1886 in New York City.
He began work in an architect's office at age 76,
later leaving to attend Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. He graduated at the top of his class
in 1908 and then was appointed a professor of
architecture at the Armour Institute in Chicago.
It was in Chicago that he became a close friend
of Louis Sullivan.

Rebori wrote a number of published articles
concerning his friendship with Sullivan and the
architectural theories which they shared. His com-
missions included the l9 story LaSalle-Wacker

building and the Cudahy Memorial Library at
Loyola. He was a member of the AIA and was

named a fellow of the Institute in 19rr.

Preaieut
The next issue of Volume III of THE

PRAIRIE SCHOOL REVIEW will be one of
our largest and most significant issues to date.
It will be devoted entirely to the work of Frank
Lloyd Wright in Japan with photographs of all
remaining structures to be included.

The text is being prepared by Robert
Kostka, a long time student of things Japanese
and of the Prairie School of architecture. Mr.
Kostka's work will be based on his personal
observations while in Japan and on corre-
spondence with Japanese historians.since his
return.

To be reviewed . .

Adolph Loos
by Ludwig Munz and Gustav Kunstler

Several Short Reviews

Letters to the editor are welcome as well as

information concerning architectural preserva-
tion efforts. Such material will be published
when of general interest.
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ABOVE: Tlte Chicago Athletic Ayociation building on Madbon Street in Chicago

aat deiigned by Huglt Garden for Scbmidt, Garden and Martin. Tbt rendering was

done by B. C. Greengard wbo bas uritten tlte principle article in tltis itsae.

COVER: The Hunboldt Park Pauilion in Chicago's West Park Dirtrict wat deigned
by Huglt M. G. Garden. Constructed in 1907, it till stand: in a rctting daigned by
landscape arcbitect Jms Jensen.

THE PRAIRIE SCHOOL REVIE\Y/ is published four times
a year by The Prairie School Press, 117 Fir Street, Park
Forest, Illinois. V. R. Hasbrouck, Editor and Publisher,
Marilyn V/hittlesey Hasbrouck, Assistant Editor. Manuscripts
concerning the Prairie School of Architecture and related
arts are solicited. Reasonable care will be used in handling
manuscripts and such material will be returned if return
postage is enclosed. Single copy price $1.50, subscription
$5.00 per year in U.S. and Canada, $6.00 elsewhere. Issues
are mailed flat in envelopes. Address all change of address
flotices, subscription or back issue inquiries to the Editor
at the above address. @Copyright 1966 by V. R. Hasbrouck.
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From the EDITORS

Volame III of THE PRAIRIE SCHOOL REVIEW is underuay, and we

begin oar tbird year loohing to tlse futare. Oar sabscription lht is still small, but mott

subscriberc are loyal uben renewal time comes enabling us to plan coming iraes witb

confidence.

THE PRAIRIE SCHOOL REVIEltr/was inaugarated to fill a need. In 1963

interert in our arcbitectural beritage uas growing steadily, but tlte rnajor arcltitectaral

periodicals were publislting uery few itemt concerning bistory and tbe Joamal of tbe

Society of Arcbitectural Historians too ofien couered tbe rubject from an arcbeological

point of uiew. Thw THE PRAIRIE SCHOOL REVIE\V aat born itt tbe Spring

of 1964. Oar ffirts were and still are aimed at mahing knou,n tbe mlre recent acltieue-

mentr ai exemphrted by the deuelopment of the modern mzuemeltt in architecture arollnd

tbe turn of the centary.

It it with interert tltat we note that during the pa$ few month tbe wide circalation

architectural magazines haue been ffiring t$ slme clmpetitiln in the field of ltistory.

The nau FORUM featared Hugb Garden's Madlener Howe in its first issue of last

year witlt pbotos by Ricbard Nickel whose worh bm appeared in THE PRAIRIE
SCHOOL REVIEW' seueral tines. Tbe current issae of P/A (wlticb editor Jan C.

Rowan, AIA bas trantformed into tbe bett of the major architectural periodicals) bat

an excellent article on tlte influmce of Richardson and Sulliaan in Scandinauia by our

friend and contributor, Leonard Eaton. Tbe AIA Journal recently publisbed "In Search

of John Edelmann" by Donald Egbert and Paal Sprague. The latter, of course, was

tlte aathor of our most ambitiout article concerning Sulliuan\ Garrich Tbeater. ,ls we

g0 t0 pre$, the late$ isae of tbe ARCHITECTURAL RECORD bat arriued uitl:

a sptendid folio of tlte Sulliuan dmwing formerly in Frank Lloyd Wrigbt't collection

now held by the Auery Library. We ltaue aho noted an increased interert in bistoric

architecture as euidenced by expanded neatpaper coaerage. In addition, it aill szon

be our priuilege t0 participate in lne of a series of teleuision docamentaries on arcbi'

tecture rp1nored by tlte tJniuersity of lllinois and filmed by the American Broad-

casting Company.

It would be presamptuou for us to claim credit for tbis etpanded interest in our

cbosen field, but it is gratrfying to see; and if our ffir* baue belped to bring it aboat,

THE PRAIRIE SCHOOL REVIE'|/ u fulfilling its stated parpote.
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Hugb M, G, Garden
By Bernard C. Greengard

Bemhard C. Greengard, now retired, $adied architectare at tbe Art Imtitute of Chicago tlten ffiliated witb Armour
Institate of Tecbnology, tbe predeceror of tlte lllinoh htrtitilte of Technologt. Afier gradaation he uas employed in
the ffice of Scltntidt, Garden O Martin and later did rendering for that ffice as well a working for uarioa otber
Clticago firmt Daring tbe preparation of tbese reminhcences, he bas worked closely witb Hagb Garden's daughter,
Sally Garden Mitcbell.

At the turn of the century, following in the foot-
steps of Jenney, Sullivan and Root, a group of
architectural designers appeared in Chicago that
Carl Condit refers to as "The second generation,
or the Prairie School".r One of its more talented
members was Hugh Garden.

During the 1890's while still a young man, he
became associated with Richard E. Schmidt, 

^ 
prac-

ticing architect in Chicago since 7887.2 During the
early years of this association, which was to last a

1 Condit, The Chicago School of Architecttre, Chicago: Univ-
ersity of Chicago, 1965, p. 1 81 .

2 Richard E. Schmidt (186r-19r8) was born in Bavaria.
He came to the United States in 1866 and received his
basic education in the Chicago Public Schools. He studied
architecture at M.I.T. from 1883 through 188), leaving be-
fore graduation. He began independent practice in Chicago
in the year 1887.

lifetime, he contributed design for a series of build-
ings thereby earning the praise of contemporary
critics for inventiveness and a refreshing departure
from precedent. His name was then obscure, and
to this day little credit has been given him as

designer for much of this early work. While he
later turned to a then prevailing mode of traditional
design, it is his early work that is now of the
greatest interest in the light of modern architecture,
and on which this essay is to be concentrated.

Hugh Mackie Gorden Garden was born July 9,
1,873 at Toronto, Canada, the son of a civil en-
gineer. He attended the Bishop College school at
Lennoxville, a province of Quebec. He left school
at the age of 14, several years after his father died,
and with his family then moved to Minneapolis.
There is no doubt that he showed talent very early
for drawing and an interest in the building art, for
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while still very young, he was accepted as an

apprefltice in the architectural office of William
Channing Whitney. 3

He then came to Chicago where a new style of
architecture had been developing, later to become
known as the "Chicago Sch<1ol". a He worked as a

draftsman in such offices as Flanders & Zimmerman,
Henry Ives Cobb, and Shepley, Rutan & Coolidge.s
Thus under competent men he gained his architec-

tural training in what some consider to be the most
efficient school, the school of experience. Formal
courses in architecture, as then taught in colleges,

were based upon the study ofthe classic orders of
ancient Greece and Rome with student proiects

conducted along the lines of the Ecole des Beaux

Arts of Paris. This may have diverted men of talent
from developing any modern spirit in design. Hugh
Garden lacked such academic training, and for that
reason may well have been more receptive to the

indigenous spirit of the Chicago School.

In the year of 1893 America experienced one

of its periodic economic "busts". It was a yeat of
financial panic, and architectural commissions were

not plentiful. Office staffs were cut for the sake of
economy and young draftsmen such as Hugh
Garden were hardpressed to find employment. It
was also the year of the great World's Columbian
Exposition in Chicago. Hugh Garden must have

had plenty of time to inspect the white colonnaded

buildings of the fair reflecting a dead past and to
contrast these with the color and vitality of Louis

Sullivan's great transportation building. It was then

that he decided to become self employed. He was

a talented designer as well as clever at perspective

rendering, so he set out as a free-lance designer

I William Channing Vhitney, I.AIA (185 1-1945) studied
architecture at Harvard and at Massachusetts State College
where he was graduated i,n 7872. He practiced independently
in Minneapolis, Minnesota from 1880 until retirement in
1925.

4 Ed. Note: The exact date of Garden's arrival in Chicago
has not been determined. He is listed as an active member
of the Chicago Architectural Sketch Club in their publication
Sketches ptblished in 1892. His undated initiation sketch
was published in this same folio as was his drawing for the
C.A.S.C. Clark Medal Competition for 1891. He also drew
several of the ink advertisements included in this first publi-
cation of the Chicago Architectural Sketch Club. Shetches,

c.A.s.c., 1892.

5 Ed. Note: Examination of the Exhibition catalogs of the
Chicago Architectural CIub (publication of these catalogs
was begun in 1894) reveals that Garden did work for the
following architects other than Richard E. Schmidt: Shepley,
Rutari & Coolidge; Villiam R. Gibb; A. H. Granger;
Flanders & Zimmerman; Henry Ives Cobb; Howard Shaw;
and Frank Lloyd Vright. He also regularly submitted designs
of his own to the annual exhibitions of the Chicago Archi-
tectural Club.

Haglt Gardm's initiation shetcb for the Cbicago Arcltitec-

tural Shetcb Club was pabli:bed in the club't firct pabli-
cation, Shetcbes, in I 892.

and perspective artist. He made renderings for
Louis Sullivan and Frank Lloyd Wright and thus
came under the direct influence of these masters.6

It was in this capacity that he first began to
work with Richard E. Schmidt, who was impressed
by the quality of Garden's renderings and even

more so by his ability as a designer. In 1895 he

was invited to join the Schmidt organization to
take charge of design. T At the same time he was

6 Ed. Note: \[e have found no documentation of render-
ings done by Garden for Louis Sullivan. However, Garden's
name, along with that of Charles Corwin, is shown on the
rendering of the "Cheltenham Beach" proiect o[ Frank
Lloyd V/right which was first published inthe 1895 catalog
of the Chicago Architectural Club. Exactly what Garden's
contribution was to this project is not known, although it is

Iikely that he was the deliniator of the drawing.

7 Ed. Note: The date 1895 is at best an approximation.
Office addresses given by the Chicago Architectural Club
catalogs indicate that Schmidt and Garden maintained sepa-
rate offices until 1899. The catalog for that year shows
Schmidt, Garden and an architect named Fraenkel all at

1013 Teutonic Building. Schmidt had been listed at this
address since 1896. Prior to that he and Fraenkel had both
been listed at 6o4 Pullman Building, and in 1894 he had

submitted a design with Fraenkel listed as his partner. It
is interesting to note that Birch Burdette Long, another
prominent renderer, was also listed at Schmidt's address

in 1898, and that he is listed as the deliniator of a drawing
for the Joseph Theurer house designed by Richard Schmidt.
Also, Long is listed as the deliniator for a cottage designed



permitted to use the facilities of the office for work
under his own name which he carried on in a
limited way. There followed years of creative activ_
ity when his characteristic style "Gardenesque,,as
he called it, appeared in a series of Richard
Schmidt's projects.

A considerable amount of information concern_
ing the work he did independently during that early
period can be gleaned from catalogues of the
Chicago Architectural Club,s annual exhibits held
at the Art Institute of Chicago. s The catalogue of
1898 contains an illustration of a ciry residence
naming him and a brother, Edward G. Garden,e
as architects. Its design recalls that of a Venetian
palazzo, similar to the style used by Henry Ives
Cobb on the I\{ichigan Avenue elevation of the
Chicago Athletic Association building which appar_
ently was influenced byJohn Ruskin's ,,The Stones
of Venice". Again in the catalogue of 1901 there
is a design for a theater at Marion, Indiana. Hugh
Garden's name appears alone as architect, and in
this design one may note the influence of Louis
Sullivan and Frank Lloyd Wright. In the same
catalogue a house at Highland park is illustrated
with his name as architect. This design with its
projecting eaves, low lying rooflines and horizontal
feeling, is typical of the "prairie,,style, as the resi-
dential work of the "Chicago School,, architects
has become known in recent years.

However, it was in his association with Richard
E. Schmidt that Garden had his greatest oppor_
tunity to exercise his talent. Schmidt had business
and administrative ability and connections which
brought him numerous architectural commissions.
His father and brother were prominent physicians
who may have helped to introduce him into the
field of hospital work for which his firm became
noted. lo

by Hugh Garden for V. G. Hale and for still another build-
ing designed by Garden! The 1898 catalog also lists separate
designs by Schmidt and Garden for varir>us buildings at
the "Trans-Mississippi International Exposition', held at
Omaha, Nebraska.

8 Ed. Note: Hugh Garden was evidently a very active
member of the Chicago Architectural Club. From 1894,
when their first exhibition catalog was published, through
1902 Garden exhibited in every year excepr 1896 and 1899.
He was also listed as deliniator fbr projects by a number of
other exhibitors. He also held practically every office of the
Club at some time during this period.

9 Edward G. Garden (1871-1924) was Hugh Garden,s
brother. A third brother, Frank M. Garden was also an
architect and maintained offices with the others until 1g98.

10 Ed. Note: Richard Schmidt's interest in the architecture
of hospitals led him ro share the authorship of a book on
hospital design a few years later. T'he Modern Hospital, Richard
E. Schmidt and John A. Hornsby, M.D., philadelphia, 1914.

Architectural practice is complex, and it requires
teamwork to carry it on successfully. Richard
Schmidt was an executive well versed in his pro-
fession, able to keep his team working together.

Tltt: thetch for a t/teater at Marion, Indiana was exbibited
by Hugh Garden at tbe Clticago Arcbitectural Ctab,:
Annaal Exbibition in 1901.

At the same time, while the business and pro-
fessional aspects of architectural practice are vital,
he recognized that the department of design was of
prime importance, though personally he was not a
designer. He devoted his time to conferences with
clients, correspondence, business trips and other
administrative duties. The department of design
he left enrirely in charge of the artist of his organi-
zation, Hugh M.G. Garden.

Another e.rhibit at tbe 1901 Cbicago Arcbitecttrral Clab,s
Anwnl Exhibition wu "A Hoase at Higblail park,

Illinot, by Hugb M. G. Garden". Note tbe resemblance
to Frank Lloyd Wright't "A Home in a prairie Toun,'
publithed in the Febraary 19o1 Ladies Hone Joartal.

While Hugh Garden's work during the early
years of his association with Richard E. Schmidt
was primarily identified with commercial buildings
designed in the manner of the Chicago School of
Architecture, he was also a participant in the prairie
School of design which generally concerned res!
dential work. Along with other young men of the
prairies who were designing homes at the turn of

7
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the century, he frequently broke with European
tradition.r l

As opposed to this, architects in the eastern

part of the United States remained faithful to

Tbt design for "A Hoarc in Baena Parh, Chicago" for
L. Gr{fin wat exbibited by Richard E. Schmidt at tlte
1902 Clticago Architectural Club's Annaal Exltibition.

Drawingfrom the 1902 CAC Catalogae.

for their houses. They accepted non-traditional
design, local materials and home-made fabrics
appropriate for their locahty. At about the same

period, a secessionist movement in art, including
architecture, took place in Europe known as "Art

11 Many years later, Garden wrote an important essay

wherein he discussed the reasons for the development of a

new architecture in and around Chicago. Illinois Society of
Architects, Montbly Balletin, October, 7919, Pp.6-7. Ve have

reprinted the entire article starting on page 19 of this issue

o{ The F'rairir Sthaol Reuiew.

Nouveau" in France, and the 'Jugend Style" in
Germany. American designers of the midwest bor-
rowed but little from these sources. They derived
their inspiration chiefly from the work of Louis

Sullivan and Frank Lloyd Wright. It was the latter
whose early houses in Oak Park and elsewhere in
the Chicago area pioneered the Prairie style.

A house of the Prairie School designed by Hugh
Garden during the beginning years of the century
was the L. Wolff, Jr. residence located on Chicago's
north side in a section formerly the suburb of
Buena Park. A good deal of space was devoted to
a discussion of this house in an article by Arthur
C. Davis, "The Architecture of Ideas " in the Archi-
tectural Record.12 As this writer pointed out, the
design derived a good deal from Frank Lloyd
Wright, and as he said, "that is as it should be,
for he is the most original of the young designers

of the day." One notes a very simple and rational
character of exterior design, a frank treatment of
materials and a purely functional placing of the
openings. The critic admired the designer's hafl-
dling of masses and his search for structural
honesty, as well as the play of light and shade

expressed in the color value of the brick and the
bold shadows cast by widely overhanging roofs.
Ornament was confined to the entrance framed with
skillfully executed carving, detailed in Garden's
typical style. r3

Another of his early house designs was the

Thorne house built in 1903 at Winnetka, Illinois,
one of Chicago's fashionable north shore suburbs.

In its exterior, like the Wolff house, it displays

bold effects of light and shade. A feature was a

two story portion with double gables, projecting

out to produce deep shadows. Extending from this
at right angles was a one story portion with hip

roof and widely projecting eaves. It was of frame

coflstruction presenting a rather gay, picturesque

appearance. On the lower story, sharp mouldings
framed clapboards into rectangular panels produc-

ing an interesting effect.

l2 Tbe Architectual Recard, April 19o4, Pp. 364-368, illus-

trated.

13 Ed. Note: Thc basic design of the L. Volff house can-

not be unquestionably credited to Hugh Garden. In 1902

Richard Schmidt exhibited "A House in Buena Park" at

the Chicago Architectural Club. The title block on this
perspective states "House for Mr. L. Griffin. ." In com-

paring this drawing with photographs of the L. Vollf house

they are obviously variations ofthe same design. To further

complicate matters, Villiam E. Drummond was employed

by Schmidt during this period, and he has been recorded

by H. Allen Brooks as having remarked to Barry Byrne

that he designed the \t/olff house for Schmidt. "The Prairie

School: The American Spirit in Midwest Residential Archi-

tecture," Northwestern University, 7957, p. 184.

The L. Wolff boase as it appeared tltortly a/ter cantrttc-

tion. Th* boase is markedly like tbe earlier "Griffin"
boute exltibited by Ricbard Schmidt at tbe 1902 Cbicago

Architectural Clubi Annaal Exhibition. Phato f on Tbe

Architectaral Record.

European tradition and considered their mid-

western colleagues radicals. It was fortunate for

American architecture that there were clients in the

west who did not demand the styles of old Europe

--- .
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Aboue is the first floor plan of the Albert F. Madleter
ltoue, 1902, designed by Huglt M. G. Gardenfor Richard
E. Scbmidt. Drawing clartery of Brmner, Danfortlt and
Rocktell.

The celebrated Madlener house located on North
State Street at Burton Place on Chicago's near
north side was designed by Hugh Garden during
the same period. It was of masonry construction,
three stories high with a flat roof and an exterior
faced with Roman brick and trimmed inbuffBed-
ford limestone. It was a work generally regarded
as a high point in Chicago's residential architecture.
In plan it satisfied the owner's requirements and in
its exterior displayed elegance without in any way
copying the past.

The noted architectural critic, Russell Sturgis,
author of "How to Judge Architecture"ra and fre-
quent contributor to the architectural 1'ournals of
the early twentieth century, devoted an article to it
in the Arcltitectaral Record.ls He compared the de-
sign of the mansion with a certain Florentine palace
of the day where the entrance rather stifily centers
on the windows above. There was no such sym-
metry at the Madlener house where the entrance
and windows on the ground floor were placed as
needed with a resultanr gain in freedom. The Chi-
cago house appeared to him neither grandiose nor
traditional in feeling, but rather gave the impression

14 Russell Sturgis (1836-1909) was an architect known
primarily for his writing. During the last thirty ycars of his
life he was a regular contributor to the major architectural
journals as well as the author of several books on archi_
tecture and the arts.

15 Tha Architecttral Record, June 1905, pp. 491_498, illus_
trated.

of comfort and wholesomeness. The size and group-
ing of window openings, relative to the exterior
wall-space, gave the design its character of sturdi-
ness while the horizontal divisions were admirably
proportioned in relation to each other. He felt,
however, that something was sacrificed for exterior
effect by keeping the window-heads low in the
principal rooms of the first floor; higher window-
heads would have provided better light. Since
drapes and shades usually covered the upper parts
of windows in homes, this does not appear to be

Tbe Madlener Hoase now serues ar beadqaarterc for tbe
Grabam Foandation for Aduanced Stadiet in tbe Fine Arts.
HABS photo.
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The drawing at tlte left and tbe pbotograph aboue are of
the Montgomery Vard bailding on Michigan Auenue in
Cbicngo. It was btrilt in 1898 and was tbe largest bailding

tbat Hugh Garden had daigned for Ric/tard Scl:nidt at
that time. Botb fron 1899 CAC Catalogue.
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a very serious obiection. What seems to have deter-
mined the level of the window-heads, as one notes
when examining the interior, was the designer's
aim to keep them on a line with those of door
openings. With the sills close to the floor line,
generous glass areas were obtained, and the interior
effect is pleasing.

The house was occupied by the Madlener family
until the death of the original owner's widow in
7962. After this there arose the possibility of its
demolition to make way for a high-rise apartment
building, the site being very desirable for thar pur-
pose. Fortunately, it was acquired instead by the
Graham Foundation for the Advanced Studies in
the Fine Arts as its permanent headquarters. Thus
a valued landmark was saved for posteriry. In 1964
the Chicago Commission on Architectural Land-
marks designated the Madlener house as an official
Chicago Architectural Landmark.

The residential designs which Hugh Garden did
during his early years with Schmidt were only a
part of his contribution to the firm. The ffrst of
Richard E. Schmidt's important commissions in the
commercial field to which Garden contributed the
design was the Montgomery Ward building at the
northwest corner of Michigan Avenue and Madison
Street in Chicago built in 1898. Ir is difficult to
visualize the original design from the present con-
dition of the building. In later years under new
ownership with other architects in charge, several
additions and alterations completely destroyed the
effectiveness of the design, much to Hugh Garden's
regret. As described tn the Inland Architect & Baild-
ing Neu,t6 the main body of the building, 12 stories
on 86 feet frontage, had a tower 40 feet squar€
extending above it. The entire building with offices
and storage space was occupied exclusively by
the mail order firm. In exterior design the first
three stories were of white Georgia marble, classic
in treatment. Above, the material was brick and
terra cotta, with soaring piers of Sullivanesque
influence. In its general proportions, it was not
unlike Sullivan's Schiller Building. The top of the
tower recailed the campanile in Venice, its pyram-
idal roof covered with gilded terra cotta panels
which shone brightly in the sunlight, and at the
summit was the now legendary gilded copper statue
of Diana which rotated in the wind as a weather
vane. The design of the building was much ad-
mired by architects of the day, and for years it was
a landmark on Chicago's Michigan Avenue.

A far cry from the above as to type, size and
design was the Grommes & Ullrich warehouse at

76 h/anl Arcbitect O fuilrling Nezr, December 1900, pp.
36-38, illustrated.

108 West Illinois Street built in 1901. This was a
four story brick building with wide windows of a

type Giedion labels the "Chicago window", a mul-
lioned window with a large unit in the center,
flanked by two narrow venrilating parts. Projecting
brick courses forming patterns in the piers between
the windows and horizontal projecting brick courses
above and below these were the only ornamental
features in this simple "Gardenesque" design.lT

The powerhouse of the Schoenhofen Brewery at
18th Street and Canalport Avenue built in 1902
was one of Hugh Garden's most distinguished
designs. It has been designated by the Chicago
Commission on Architecturai Landmarks as a

Chicago Architecturai Landmark and is credited to

Tbe Grommu and Ullrhb bailding was a strictly utilitarian
deign in tbe Chicago "commercial" tyle. The only orna-
mentation was tlte rertroined use ofprojecting brich courset.

Pboto by B. C. Greengard.

Richard E. Schmidt alone, though Garden was
certainly responsible for the design. It was built
on an irregularly shaped lot with an acute angle at
the street corner. In plan it was divided into a
powerhouse section and warehouse area. In its
exterior the design expressed the various functions
of the building in a uni{ied and harmonious manner.
A feature is the tower, carried up above the masonry
enclosure of the interior stairway and elevator shaft
17 Frank A. Randall in his History of the Deuelopnent af
Billditg Comtrudion it Chicago, Urbana: University of Illinois,
1949, states that the Grommes and Ullrich Building was
constructed to allow for the addition of four more stories
at a later time.
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In the Schoenhofen Brewery Powerhoase of t Ooz Garden

arcd the "Prairie" style in a commercial building for the

first time. In 1960 it wat designated a Cbicago Architec-

tural Landmark.
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On tbe tower of tbe Scltoenhofen Brewery Powerboase note

the timilarity of tbe projecting brick coarces on the pierc to
tbe Grornmes and Ullricb billding. HABS photo.

to the required height for elevator machinery and
a water storage tank. It is interesting to note that
a structural system is aol expressed in the design.is

The Schoenhofen Brewery design was also the
subject of an article by Russell Sturgis. Comment-
ing on it the critic remarked:

. . . if architecture means making a building
iflteresting and worthy of study in its exterior,
then . . such a building as the powerhouse of
the Schoenhofen Brewery, architectural
enough. No schooi of architecture can teach a man
how to design such a building. At leastif there be
any school of architecture of that stamp, it should
really proclaim itself its power of inspiring
liberal and practical ideas in the youthful mind
should be widely advertised.re

No greater compliment could have been paid the
designer who, as previously stated, never attended
an architectural school. In Hugh Garden's back-
ground there was a natural talent for design, stim-
ulated by the influence of Louis Sullivan and his
contemporaries.

Another building designated as one of Chicago's
18 Condit, The Cbicago School of Architecturc, Chicago: Univ-
ersity ofChicago, 1965, p. 188.

19 The Architectaral Record, March t905, pp.2Ot-2O7.

rf"

This detail of tbe main efirance to the Scboenbofm Brew-
ing Powerboute ir ar it appean today. The bailding still
stands altlsoagh it is not occapied by the ariginal omer.

Architectural Landmarks is the Chapin and Gore
building at 63 East Adams Street built in 7904.
Designed in the ofiice of Richard E. Schmidt, its
handsome facade was the work of Hugh Garden.
In an article by William Herbert entitled "An
American Architecture" 2o this building was dis-
cussed aiong with a number of other designs by
Garden without, incidentally, any mention of the
designer's name. According to this critic, the front
elevation of the Chapin and Gore building was
expressive of "clear functional demands", which
was achieved, it mighr be added, in terms of beauty.

Carl Condit writes:

The frame of the Chapin and Gore Building is
virtually two separate strucnrral systems with a

a gteat difference in the bearing capacities of
the individual members. Up to the third floor
the frame is of massive construction designed for
a floor load of 250 pounds per square foot; for
the upper five stories it was designed for a 100-
pound load. This difference may have suggested,
or even dictated, the special treatment of the
second and third stories.2l

20 Tbe Architectual Record, Febrtary 19O8, pp. 777-t22.

21 Condit, Tbe Chicago Scl:ool of Architecture, Chicago: Univ-
ersity ofChicago, 196), p. 188, footnote 2r.
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The second and third floors were used for srorage
and calied for smaller window openings. These
were richly framed at the 1'ambs and ornamented
at the spandrels. The floors above were offtces
with "Chicago windows", flanked by slender brick
piers. The piers were topped with terra cotta
capitals of typically "Gardenesque" design. As Mrs.
Sally Garden Mitchell, Hugh Garden,s daughter
relates, Louis Sullivan was impressed with the
beauty of this design and congratulated her father
on it.

Along with commercial buildings, Richard E.
Schmidt and his organization became noted as
specialists in hospital design. Important among
these was Michael Reese Hospital, begun in 19Oj
with Hugh Garden responsible for its architectural
design. Located on Ellis Avenue and zgth Street,
it was set back from the corner to a central pavilion
at 4) degrees to the street lines with two wings
projecting one bay extending parallel to the streets.
The center entrance was marked with projecting
piers running up five stories with contrasting hori_
zontal bands ofprojecting brick courses at sills and
heads of windows. The design was free from the
influence of traditional styles and typical of
LEFT: Tbe Chapin and Gore Building. This measared
dmwing was prepared by t/)e 1964 HABS Cbicago proj-
ect. Tbe building was remodeled in 1959 witb tlte camice
and pier capitab remoued. The groand floor eleuation bas

aho been extensiuely reuised.

Thir is Hugb Garden\ rendering of hi: daign for the
Micltael Reese Hoqiml. Tbis portion of tbe buitding ttitt
tands although ertensiae additions ltaue been made daring
the boqitull expansion.

Belou is a detail of tbe "Gardenesque" ornament aboue tbe
second floor aindows of tbe Chaptu and Gore building.
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Garden's early work. This hospital has since been
expanded into one of the great hospital and re-
search centers of today.

In 1906 Richard E. Schmidt was awarded the
important commission of the Montgomery Ward
warehouse and office building located on Chicago
Avenue at the north branch of the Chicago River.
This building, some 800 feet long and nine stories
high, is entirely ofreinforced concrete construction,
including parts of the exterior walls, and is one of
the ftrst in this country to be so constructed. In
plan it roughly followed the shoreline of the river,
and its design was guided by structural, economic
and functional considerations. It was the designer's
task to give architectural expression to its form and
material. This Hugh Garden accomplished in a

straightforward manner, emphasizing the horizontal
feeling which the great length of the building sug-
gests. Giedion called it "one of the few late build-
ings in which the spirit of the Chicago school
still survives ". 22

The Montgomery Ward warehouse is a note-
worthy example of the successful collaboration of
an architectural designer and a structural engineer.
Edgar Martin (7871,-1951) was the structural en-

gineer who along with Hugh Garden was associated

with Richard E. Schmidt. It was at this juncture
that the latter gave recognition to his associates by
making them members of the firm under the name
"Richard E. Schmidt, Garden & Martin". It was not
until some years later that each got "equal billing"
when the firm name became simply "Schmidt,
Garden & Martin".

Another notable design by Hugh Garden during
this period was an addition to the building of the
Chicago Athletic Association, just off Michigan

Avenue, facing on Nladison Street. It adjoins the

22 Giedion, Space, Tine arul Architecture, (iambridge: Harvard

University Press, 1959, p. 126.

rear of the older building around the corner, facing
Michigan Avenue which was designed by Henry
Ives Cobb. Floor lines of the older building were
carried through and with the kitchen located on the
eighth floor, the banquet hall in the new addition
was placed at the same level. The large hall called
for a ceiling height twice that of the typical floors
with tall window openings. These were tied with
the smaller windows above to form a decorative
unit. As described in a contemporary journal the
entire facade expresses the club spirit, "more pri-
vate than a hotel, nonetheless residential".23 In
1925 six stories were added with the east elevation,
then exposed, rather elaborately treated.

A work in which Garden is said to have taken
particular pride was the Humboldt Park boathouse.
On this he collaborated with Jens Jensen, the noted
landscape architect, whom he greatly admired. It
was pleasantly suited to its surroundings along the
lagoon in an appropriate setting of trees and
shrubs. An arched pavilion is open to a terrace on
the water front, and below the terrace are moorings
for row boats and facilities for the attendants and
for storage. On the opposite side the low pitched
roof with projecting eaves gives the design a hori-
zontal feeling close to the ground with the open
arches flanked by two enclosed spaces. The material
was brick with stone trim, handsomely detailed in
Garden's characteristic way.

In the year of 191i Samuel T. Chase of Lake
Forest came to Schmidt, Garden & Martin with a

project for an apartment building to be built on
the site of the old Chase family estate located at
Sheridan Road and Belmont Avenue on Chicago's

2) Tht Architechtal Recarrl, Februarv 1908, p. 120.

In 1911 Garden designed tb* apartment boue in a tradi-
tional manner for Samael T. Charc. It marked tlte end of
bis indiuidaal style.
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north side. This developed into a blockJong build-
ing of three stories plus a floor at ground level
known as an "English basement", the building
containing thirty luxury apartments. In the exterior
design Garden here deserted his former individual-
istic style, turning to eighteenth century English
manor houses for its model. When asked why he
had given up his accustomed freedom from
precedent, he replied that "Gardenesque" was
auant garde and people were not ready for it.
Eastern architects, such as Charles A. Platt, H. T.
Lindeberg and John Russell Pope, with their mas-
tery of traditional styles, had made their impression
on popular taste in Chicago as elsewhere. Some
decades were to go by before modern architecture,
which had its foundations in the Chicago School,
finally came into its own. In the Chase apartments
however, Hugh Garden acquitted himself briiliantly.
It was awarded a medal by the Chicago Chapter of
the American Institute of Architects for excellence
in design.

Tlte Bante Brothers candy factory daigned in 192 I was

tbe only non-traditional design execated by Garden afier

1911. It falls short af his earlierworkperbapt because of
i ts m onam en ta I prop orti ons.

After a period devoted to additional apartment
houses and other proiects in traditional styles,
including the classic design of the Illinois Centen-
nial building in Springfield, Illinois, Schmidt,
Garden & Martin were awarded the commission
of the large Bunte Brothers candy factory in 7927.

Here Hugh Garden once more chose a non-tradi-
tional style for its exterior design. Prominently
located at 3301 West Franklin Boulevard on
Chicago's west side, it was T-shaped in plan, con-
tained four stories plus basement, and totaled
400,000 square feet in area, possibly the largest
candy factory in the world. It developed into an
impressive and monumental composition with
rectangular shapes. Near the main entrance short
wings built up to a massive tower, the entrance
flanked with pylons topped with sculpture. The
long wings of the office and factory sections were
treated with projecting piers. This building marked
the last of the buildings in the spirit of the Chicago
School to come from the office of Schmidt, Garden
& Martin. In the years that followed, the firm, later
known as Schmidt, Garden & Erikson, grew into
one of the largest architectural organizations in the
country with hundreds of draftsmen and a variety
of designers. But, as is often the case with such
large firms, individuality in design was largely lost.
Although the work of the firm continued to be of
high quality, it did not reflect the character of the
early work of Hugh Garden.

During his later years in semi-retirement, he
worked in his roomy studio at his home on North
State Street in a quiet section of Chicago near
Lincoln Park. As his daughter writes, "he was

never without a pencil or a drawing board". He
produced many beautifully rendered drawings,
mostly for projects that were never built. One of
these was for an Episcopal Cathedral for Chicago,
a favorite proiect of his. l7orking on this was to
him a pleasure, quite apart from any prospect of
ever building it. As he said: "There is no greater
joy for a designer than designing."

As for his association with Richard E. Schmidt,
it continued throughout the greater part of their
long lives. According to Garden's daughter, this
association was an ideal one: "Richard Schmidt
had his feet firmly on the ground, father had his
head in the clouds. Together they worked and
loved it and they were dear friends to the last."

lfhen he passed away at the age of 88 in October
1p51, Hugh Garden could look back upon a long
career as a member of a distinguished firm. But it
is his work as designer during the early years of
his association with Richard E. Schmidt that re-

mains as his most significant. He never allowed
baldness or monotony to characterize his work.
He used ornament with restraint, a style of orna-
ment inspired by Louis Sullivan's, yet it was his
own; it was "Gardenesque". In the annals of the
history of modern architecture, his name deserves
to be remembered.
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Tbe Chicago Scbool.
FAEIAN EACffRACH

In this fast-moving age the "Chicago School"
is almost forgotten and recent press and platform
statements showing a lack of understanding of the
part played by Chicago architects in the initial days

of what is now variously called the "Modern Style, "
"Functional," "International," etc., and which now
sweeps the world like an influenza epidemic, seem

to justify a short review of those days following the
invention of the "Skyscraper" in Chicago when
Chicago architects pointed out the way for all who
followed them.

The Editor of the Bulletin has asked me, as an

eye-witness and participant in those activities, to
undertake such a review.

There exists in the souls of all designers of
buildings a restless urge to give their designs some
quality of arrangement which they can recognize
as "art," and this urge results in what we call archi-
tecture. Not content with mere functional building,
the architect insists that his productions shall ex-
press his own conception ofwhat is orderly, proper,
and-he hopes-beautiful, or at least good to look
at. In this urge he is abetted by those he builds
for; for all people seem to feel the need lor beauty
in their habitations.

Through the ages this has resulted in some
astonishing performances which at times have

By Hugh M. G. Garden

crystallized into what we call "styles" and their
subdivisional "periods ".

From time to time changes in living conditions
or in methods of construction have brought about
a radical and sometimes abrupt change in design
with some fragments of preceding fashions linger-
ing over to cloud the new expression. Such an
abrupt change was the introduction of steel as a
principle material for construction of walls, dis-
placing solid masonry and opening up ro the archi-
tect the possibility of wide-spanned openings and
slender vertical supporting members. The invention
of the elevator or lift as a quick and fatigue-saving
means of vertical communication, added to the use
of steel, made possible a vast increase in the height
of buildings and a more intense use of smail por-
tions of land.

The aesthetic expressi<tn of the new construc-
tion, while swift to make its appearance, was not
immediate and many of the facades of the early
experimental buildings of the late seventies and
eighties, although ofren more honest in expression
of skeleton construction than many later buildings,
were appallingly crude.

*This article originally appeared in the Illinois Society of
Architects, Montb/y Br//etin, October, 1919, pp. 6_7. Re-
printed by permission.
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This crudity was made clear to Chicago archi-
tects when Henry Hobson Richardson of Boston
erected for Marshall Field the large wholesale store
building (the site is now a parking lot for automo-
biles) in Chicago. This structure, although tradi-
tional and of solid masonry construction, was a

highly original example of the regularity and sim-
plicity of pure masonry design for which Richardson
became famous. It pointed a way to all American
architects toward simplicity and swept into the dis-
card the multitude of meaningless gew-gaws that
had survived from the Victorian Gothic revival that
preceded it.

To Louis H. Sullivan of Chicago, it opened a

new road from the strange but interesting origin-
alities he had been perpetrating and down this path
he quickly advanced to the development of the
brilliant personal style for which he has become
famous.

The Museum of Modern Art of New York has

recorded this development in their "Exhibit of Early
Modern Architecture, Chicago 1870-1910," and

has established the chronology of the development
with short biographies of the leading architects and

illustrations of the principle structures with com-
ment on each. To this excellent bit of work I am

indebted for many of my facts which might other-
wise remain controversial and from it I quote the
following to make clear what is meant by the
"Chicago School":

"The influence of Sullivan's style was so great

that it attracted a group of young architects who

formed under his leadership the Chicago School.

"The free non-traditional architecture of the

Chicago School retained its vigor until about 1910

when the stylistic revivalism which had made its
first striking 

^ppearance 
in Chicago with the

World's Fair of 1893 vitiated its force."

From the same source I also quote the follow-
ing:

"Sullivan led for two decades a considerable
group of architects known as the Chicago School,
but he alone made of the early skyscraper an

aesthetic invention."
The tall commelcial building was the outstand-

ing contribution of American architects in the se-

cond half of the nineteenth century.

It emerged gradually, following a number of
technical developments preceding the year 1880.
These included, in the {ifties, the first use of metal
to replace masonry bearing walls; the introduction
of elevators, making multiple stories possible;
methods for fireproofing metal structural members
and the development of effective pier foundations;

and, to quote again from my previous source:

"Finally in Chicago, by the late eighties, the

protective masonry shell camc to be carried entirely
by the metal framework in which Bessemer steel

replaced cast and wrought iron. The skyscraper,

imminent for more than a generation, thus became

an actuality."

Thus the invention of the skyscraper furnished

the spring from which the Chicago School flowed
as the nucleus of a stream of modern art expression

that flows world-wide and architecture was, I think,
the first of the arts to respond to the modern urge
as distinguished from traditional art.

For the Chicago School was not concerned ex-

clusively with the designing of skyscrapers and,

with the possible exception of Sullivan, its members

were not especially conscious that they constituted
a "School". The name, as I remember, appeared

first in the architectural press of the day and may

have been coined by Montgomery Schuyler or
Russell Sturgis or another of the editorial writers
and critics of the East. Also, the Chicago School
included many men not resident in Chicago. But
it was delinitely Midwestern and its center was in
Chicago.

In 1880 Leroy S. Bufiington of N{inneapolis,
inspired perhaps by ideas of Viollet-1e-Duc, and
undoubtedly conscious of what was going on in
Chicago, had dreams of metal "cioud-scrapers"
and through the versatile hands of his designer,
Harvey Ellis, an artist of the first rank, produced a

design for a multiple story, castle-like office build-
ing in the Richardson manner which formed the
basis of Buffington's claim that he was the inventor
of the skyscraper. It was an effective design, as was
everything that Ellis produced, but was considered
a dream and went not much farther that the publi-
cation of the drawing.

In like manner, there were men in St. Louis,
St. Paul, Indianapolis, and others in Minneapolis
as well as farther west, who were quick to see the
opening through which poured the light of freedom
from traditional restraint.

The great flood of architectural publications,
which in the succeeding years of stylistic revivalism
made every architect's library a prerequisite to
practice, had scarcely begun and in consequence
the architects of the Chicago School, books being
scarce and the money to buy them as scarce, were
only too glad to forget about precedent and pro-
ceed quite naturally to make their own designs
as Sullivan urged them to.

It was Sullivan who invented the slogan "Form
must follow function," and the young architects



about him understood easily enough what he meant
and went confidently on to create new forms as

each problem demanded. And they did this without
conscious thought that they were doing anything
extraordinary.

The continuous horizontal window, since re-

discovered in New York with much acclaim for
originality, was actually produced in Chicago, not
only by Sullivan (who in fact did not at first make
them quite continuous but merely narrowed the
dividing piers) but by several others in the ordinary
course of practice, quite without thought of any

epochal significance.

Thus in 7907 a factory building requiring con-
tinuous work benches under the windows was

designed with continuous horizontal windows as a

matter of course.

This inconspicuous structure, scarcely noticed
then or now, has found an honored place in the
Museum's exhibition of significant structures with
the following critical comment: "This factory has

real architectural quality based only on the charac-
ter ofthe ferro-concrete structure. At this early date
a factory at once so simple and so well studied in
its proportions was unique."

Mention of ferro-concrete in the above suggests
that in considering the problems of the new con-
struction, ferro-concrete, which followed rapidly
on the heels of steel, is but steel in another form
in most of its applications. Of the new possibilities
opened to the designer by ferro-concrete in appli-
cations peculiar to itself, i shall have no space in
this short story to speak. The sequence is obvious
and not essential to a record ofthe Chicago School.

Louis Sullivan was, of course, loud in proclaim-
ing his "New Deal" in architecture and was echoed
by his immediate pupils; but the others of the
Chicago Schooi were less vociferous and I think
less conscious of their importance-which is as

it should be.

In the light oflater days and larger undertakings,
it is seen that not much of the work done prior to
1910 was important and before the assault of the
wrecker and the alterer, an appalling amount of it
has disappeared along with its authors. But its
significance as an aesthetic expression at a time
when American architecture was emerging from
chaos into a definite trend remains at least in the
minds of a few white-haired old gentlemen.

That large and expensive buildings growing
more or less old-fashioned should be destroyed as

a relief from high taxes is a phenomenon of
American cities. The wiping out of the capital in-
vestment and the conversion of their sites to park-

ing lots or other taxpayers seems a strange loss of
wealth, not only to their owners but to the taxing
bodies that caused the destruction. At 

^ty tate,
this trend, particularly in Chicago, is the cause for
the disappearance of many interesting if unprofit-
able buildings, many of them examples of the work
of the soon-to-be-forgotten Chicago School. The
automobile, besides throwing all city plans out of
joint, is responsible for many changes and today
the old-fashioned buildings go and in their place
the "parking lot" reigns supreme.

I shall not aftempt to record the names of the
men composing the Chicago School, except its
founder, because I would almost certainly forget
some of them, which would be unfair.

There is, however, one other who has played an

outstanding part in the movement who, because he
is still living-very much so-and because of some
peculiarities and antagonisms, I shail refer to as

"Hamlet"-a pseudonym that will be transparent
enough. It is necessary to mention him, for how
can there be anything to Hamlet without HAMLET!

But this is the story of the Chicago School and
the book says that, except for a few brief years

while wings were sprouting, he is not to be classed
with the Chicago School or with Louis Sullivan,
but is one apart, alone, a gteat triumphant star of
the iirst magnitude. And in truth he is a great star,
a gteat artist, possessor of-everlthing; determined,
too, that all shall know it, without either false or
real modesty. As he strides down the aisle toward
the dais, the spot-light knows instinctively which
way to turn, and turns.

But he zi a great artist.

Equally at home as architect, as Master sur-
rounded by his pupils, as lecturer or debater on the
platform, or as author with pen in hand, Hamlet
stands alone and confident, a magnetic personality.
Possessed of an erect, trim figure with good square
shoulders-despite his more than sixty years-a
leonine head of white hair, a vibrant voice and a

nimble wit, he asks for no sympathy or affection
from his brother architects and, alas, gets none or
little.

But he lt a great designer.

Like all great designers, great artists, he makes
his design from the instinct that is within him and
then invents a beautiful theory to go with and ex-
plain it. And it is certain to be a perfectly splendid
theory even if you know it is an afterthought. AIso
he has an excellent sense of humor, can laugh at
himself and so is to be forgiven a great deal of
buncombe. The balance, that you feel you cannot
forgive, you must for he zi a gteat designer.

2t
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He is, of course, a supreme individualist and
egoist. Ruthlessly so, for he knows no other way
but his own and will admit none.

Also he is a showman. The printed page and
the center of the stage are for him and, like all
showmen, he requires an audience. If there be
none, he will find a way to attract one and, like
that other great showman, he believes that there
is a prospective client born every minute.

He gets about too, as he must to keep up the
supply of audiences; the Orient, Europe, are as

much his stage as is his native land. Recently he
has completed a group of lectures before the Royal
Institute of British Architects. And, if one may
judge from the reviews, he has "mowed them
down" in London as he has elsewhere.

If we may judge from past performance, there
will be a sharp upcurve in Britain of a certain type
of design, which imitations will fallfar, far short of
the work of the one and only Hamlet.

In his itinerant showmanship he has perhaps
made his greatest, if inadvertent, contribution to
Modern Art. For he carries and sows the seed-
good sound seed too-of basic honesty in design
that Sullivan taught. He is a prolific and indefati
gable worker. From his facile mind and pencil
flows a stream of fresh and beautiful designs. Too
often they have the same quality that distinguishes
a certain musical composition called "The Flight
of the Bumble Bee," which serves as medium for
the technical display of skill by violinists and, to
my mind, establishes a new "low" as music. There
is too often an insistent buzz to Hamlet's work.

I have described a gte^t artist, but I have not
yet called him a great architect. I do so now. His
influence has been tremendous and it has been, on
the whole, good.

From the score of years when Sullivan domi-
nated the architectural scene in Chicago, the heyday
of the Chicago School, the sound of his words and
deeds passed first to Europe and remained there
to come back to us later as an echo, scarcely recog-
nizable, of functional architecture.

It is to be remembered that until Sullivan spoke,
architectural chaos and revivalism were practically
world wide and that after he had spoken his
message was heard in Europe, the very seat of
eclectic architecture.

In Holland, in France, in Austria, in Germany,
in Finland and the Scandinavian countries and in
Italy, men began to discard their textbooks and

dare to make their own designs. The best of them
admit their debt to Sullivan and the Chicago

School. But it is inevitable in any art that no artist
can long endure the acknowledgment of his debt
to anyone. And so we have a score of new genii
who proclaim themselves the anointed sages of the
great new art.

But I think that without Sullivan and the Chi-
cago School, we would never have had that glorious
"second prize" design in the competition for the
building of the Chicago Tribune by Eliel Saarinen,
a design that completely revolutionized architecture
in America, that completely won over the winners
of the Tribune competition and made them follow-
ers of the author of the second prize design, and
that brought to an abrupt stop the ascendency of
the stylistic revival.

Mr. Saarinen is now our fellow citizen and he
too is a great architect and a great teacher, gteater
than Hamlet, for with him architecture comes first
and its author after.

There is so much to regret!

Whiie Europeans were taking up and nourishing
the seeds that Sullivan had sown in our own coun-
try, as the Museum pamphlet states, "the free non-
traditional architecture of the Chicago School
retained its vigor until about 1910 when the stylistic
revivalism which had made its ffrst striking appear-
ance in Chicago with the World's Fair of 1893,
vitiated its force." Thus Chicago was the birthplace
of the new art and the place of its temporary
obscuration.

What if it had been otherwise? What if Sullivan's
influence had gone on at home as it did abroad?
What if the Chicago Schooi had not faded under
the stylistic revivalT I think that the intervening
wasted years might have produced other good
architects and certainly the grammar of modern
architecture would have been vastly richer than it
now is.

And certainly we would not now have a group
of foreign professors of art coming over to teach us

what it is all about.

But, of course, there would have been no living
with Sullivan.

And as for Hamlet? Things have been iust per-
fect for him. He could not long have borne the
beatification of Sullivan and he would not have
been the one great star that was never dimmed by
the clouds that obscured the Chicago School.

So perhaps after all, it does not matter-much-
except to a few old white-haired gentlemen who
will soon go the way of their works into parking
lots and be as little remembered as the Chicago
School.
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Robie Fund Sketcbes

During the summer of t96> The Committee of
Architectural Heritage at the University of Illinois
at Champaign-Urbana sponsored a Frank Lloyd
Wright Summer Sketch Competition for students
in the Department of Architecture. The competition
drawings were then used as part of a three week
exhibition entitled "Frank Lloyd Wright, Vision
and Legacy" held in September as a prorecr to
raise funds for the Robie House restoration pro-
gram. John R. Smart served as exhibition director
and Hermann G. Pundt was faculty advisor.

The drawings were juried and the first place
sketch was awarded a copy of The Hctuse Beaatful
by Frank Lloyd Wright and William C. Gannett.
After the awards were presented, the sketches were
sold at auction for the benefit of Robie House.

The exhibit was an excellent example of what
can be done with a minimum budget, imagination
and dedication. It was designed in a manner remi-
niscent of Mies van der Rohe's Barcelona Pavilion
and included Wright-designed furniture from several
sources, drawings, leaded windows, a superb model
of the Robie House and several fragments of
ornament. Several hundred dollars were raised and
contributed to the Robie House Fund.

The first place shetclt by Mike Plantz is of tlte Gregor
Affleck boase in Bloomfield Hitl:, Mhhigan.
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A window from the Dana boarc in Springield, Illinois wat
the model for tltis drawing wbicb earned second prize for
Charles Zucher.
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Book Reaietus
THE V{/ORK OF FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT, ThC

Great Wendingen Edition. Edited by H. Th. Wijdeaeld.

Horizon Pres, New Yorh, t96). 164 pp., ff42.to.

The lYendingen edition of t9zt, as the Dutch
monograph on Frank Lloyd Wright is often called,
has always been, along with the more famous
Wasmuth publications of l9l o and 191 1 , among
the most important yet more rare items in the
Wright bibliography. Now it is available in a splen-

did new edition.
lYendinget, which means a turn in the sense of

a new direction, was the title of the Dutch peri-

odical published between 1918 and t931 by the

architect and critic H. Th. Wijdeveld. The journal

served as spokesman for the Amsterdam School, a

group of expressionist designers who were near

contemporaries of the de Stiil group of Rotterdam.

On two separate occasions lY/endingen devoted its
pages to Frank Lloyd Wright. First, a single issue

was published in 1927, entitled "Lloyd: I7right",
with a text by H. P. Berlage and with twenty
illustrations. A special edition of this issue was

bound in hinged hard covers on which appeared

(extending over front and back) a four color litho-
graph especially designed by Lissitsky. The spine
was tied with straw. This handsome book is so

rare as to be all but unknown. It is missing from
most Wright bibliographies and, in the Lissitsky
bound version, the reviewer has seen no other
copy than his own.

The second occasion when Wendingen pub-

lished the work of Wright was in 1925-26. At that
time seven special numbers of the magazine were

devoted to him and these were issued either in
seven separate parts each bound in identical (ex-

cept for the Roman numerals I through VII)healry
paper covers of red, black and white design (with
spines tied with straw), or in book form. The

book, with the same format and contents as the
seven single numbers, is the better known version
of this publication. It was bound in tan cloth over
hinged boards with the words Frank Lloyd Wright
stamped in gold on the spine. It is this publication
which has been reissued.

The new edition, although not a facsimile, is
very similar to the original. The editor, Ben
Raeburn, has obviously made every effort to retain
the character of the original while making only
those changes which will add to the readers' con-
venience and pleasure. The format, binding, and
double-fold pages are the same. However the paper
is slightly thicker and more glassy and the inking
is heavier. This results in a stronger, more bold
impression which loses the subtile, Oriental charac-
ter of the original.

The most remarkable and commendable vari-
ation from the original is the improved quality of
illustrations. Often fuzzy or even smudgy in the
original publication, they are at least as good and

in many instances better in the Horizon edition.
This is a real achievement. Eleven plates, according
to the "A Note to this Edition," have been sub-

stituted with improved views, and to this list
should be added plates 7 and 1)3 (top) which are

also new and plate 66 which has been severely

cropped.

At the back of the book a list of "Dates of the
Buildings Shown" has been appendaged (misprint
under Lowes Flouse: rcad 1.922 for 7972), and
this is a most welcome addition. Over two-thirds
ofthe designs illustrated represent the period from
1911 to 1922, thus offering the most extensive
coverage ofthese years available in any publication.

The text, in spite of the galaxy of authors, is

probably less important than the illustrations. Many
of the articles were previously published in various
magazines. !flright's two articles "In the Cause of
Architecture" are reprints from 19OB and L914,
although his "In the Cause of Architecture, the
Third Dimension" of 792) is not. Both of Louis
Sullivan's articles about the Imperial Hotel are

reprints, as are H. P. Beriage's andJ.J. P. Oud's.
The latter's contribution is perhaps the most in-
teresting, especially for his discussion of cubism
and architecture. Lewis Mumford, Robert Mallet-
Stevens, and Erich Mendelsohn are also repre-
sented. An introduction by Mrs. Frank Lloyd
Wright has been added at the beginning.

In sum, one cannot but speak in praise of this
new edition of The Life-Work of tbe American Architea,
Frank Lloyd Wrigbt. k is a publication of high quali
ty which does honor to its predecessor of 7925.

H. Allen Brooks
University of Toronto

BEAUTIITUL HOMES AND GARDENS IN CAL-
IFORNIA, by Herbert Wehkamp. Harry N. Abramq
Inc., New York, t965. 211 pp., illastrated, #17.50.

The architecture of California is, for the most
part, representative of the auant-garle in the build-
ings of the United States. This is particularly true
of residential work. The buildings illustrated in
this book are examples of the best contemporary
architecture of the past thirty years with emphasis
being placed on the more recent designs.

California, with its mountains, forests, coastline
and splendid varied weather has long been an area
of architectural inovation. The work of the brothers
Greene during the first decade of the present cen-



tury and that of Bernard Maybeck and Irving Gill
Iater on led the way to modern California archi-
tecture as we know it today. Unfortunately, the
present volume does not include the work of these
pioneers, but the designs of the twenty-nine offices
that are included are ali in debt to the work of
these predecessors in some degree.

Frank Lloyd Wright is represented only by his
Walker house at Carmel. It is a fine small house,
but what of the work Wright did during the
twenties in California? The Hanna house of tg37
is far more significant historically than the lfalker
house and his textile block houses certainly deserve
some mention. Architects Aaron Green and Mark
Mills, both products of Taliesin, get more space
than the master which in this case is appropriate.
Their work deserves close attention and will proba-
biy get it as their buildings become more well
known. John Lautner's work is also covered ex-
tensively being most notable in its great variety
of imaginative designs.

The greatest space is given to the dean of Cali-
fornia's modern architects, Richard J. Neutra. His
work includes the Heath house built in l92j at
Griffith Park, Los Angeles, through the Edgar J.
Kaufmann house at Palm Springs and the Rados
house in San Diego which also adorns the book's
dust jacket.

The gardens portion of the book has been some-
what neglected with only two major firms repre-
sented. This can be excused if one considers that
architecture in California must take its surround-
ings into consideration even more than elsewhere
and therefore nearly every building illustrated has
been carefully studied from this point of view.

This book ls beautifully produced with careful
attention to detail including superb page layout,
excellent typography and good paper. Text is held
to a minimum with over two thirds of the book
being plans and photographs. Our only regret is
that the author did not see fit to include the men
who started it all. W. R. H.

ARCHITECTURE IN PUERTO RICO, by Jorc A.
Fernandez. Arcbitectural Book Publ*bing Co., New Yorh,

196t. 267 pp., illastrated, $1 5.00.

Only the first 25 pages .of this volume are de-
voted to historic architecture. Only two paragraphs
cover the work of Puerto Rico's only architect of
the "Prairie School", Antonin Nechodema.

The remainder of the book is largely illustra-
tions of contemporary architecture. It constitutes
a well balanced presentation of what is being built
in Puerto Rico today.

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF IIODERN ARCHITEC-
TURE. Edited by Wolfgang Pebnt. Harry N. Abram1
Inc., Nau York, 1964. 336 pp., illusnatud, g1j.7O.

This "first enryclopedia of modern architecture',
might be better titled "An Enryclopedia of Modern
Architects". Over 1000 individual names are in-
cluded comprising perhaps nine of every ten
entries. The names are heavily weighted in favor
of European architects with the "International,,
group leading all others. This probably is a result
of there being only six North Americans included
in the list of thirty one author contributors.

Editor Wolfgang Pehnt has written an excellent
though brief introduction discussing the period
from 1850 through the present day. It is this era
that is covered by the main body of the encyclo-
pedia with the greatest attention devoted to the
Bauhaus years and to the last decade or so. In
attempting to be absolutely current, a few names
are included which may fall by the wayside when
the much needed comprehensive encyclopedia of
modern architecture is written. At the same time,
a number of the lessor known but important figures
in the development of the modern movement are
conspicuous by their absence. William Drummond
is not mentioned, Hugh Garden is included oniy
as part of the firm of Schmidt, Garden and Martin,
and Walter Burley Griffin is completely omitted.

Historians will find it often unsatisfactory for
research because of these and other reasons. As
a layman's reference work it will be quite useful,
answering many questions that often come forward
in architectural discussions of a casual nature. The
alphabetical arrangement is good and cross refer-
ences are helpful. Nearly every ma;'or entry includes
its own bibliography which in some cases will
prove extremely useful. The selected bibliography
at the end of the book is less comprehensive than
it should be, and one wonders why it was included
in such a minimum fashion. Typography and lay-
out are good; however the quality of reproduction
of photographs is poor. This is probably due to
the use of the offset process on a dull surfaced
paper.

This book, the first of its kind since Russell
Sturgis edited his three volume Dictionary of Archi-
tectare and Bailding in 1901 does serve to remind us
that modern architecture is growing more complex
every year, and that the time has come for someone
to edit and pubiish an extensive reference work
which will include in depth discussions on the
many facets of modern architecture. The present
volume is not enough.

Reviewed by Lloyd Henri Hobson
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ln Cbicago
Ralph Fletcher Seymour was the victim of an

automobile accident on January 7, 1966. He would
have been 90 years old in March of this year' Mr.

Seymour had been a permanent personage in
Chicago art circles for over fifty years, and was

particularly noted for the unusual, handcrafted
books he designed and published.

Some of Seymour's publications are now in the
collector's category. For example, he did at least
five publications for the late Frank Lloyd Wright.
He published the English translation of Ausgefuhrte

Baaten and Ennnrfe rn i911, and he published
two titles by Ellen Key which Wright and Mrs.
Borthwick translated from the Swedish. These little
known works were Tbe Morality of lYoman and Loue
and Etbhs, both published in 1911. The first was
in enough demand to require a second edition in
the same year. In 1!12 Seymour published 7/a
Japanese Print by Frank Lloyd Wright. This was
done in three editions. The first was rejected by
Wright and all but )0 copies were destroyed. The
second and third were both done from the same
new plates but the second was on heavy handmade

Japanese vellum while the third was on delicate
handmade Japanese rice paper. Both were bound
in boards covered with ordinary brown paper and
printed with a flying bird motif of Wright's design
in green ink along with the title. Later the same
motif was used on the cover of the catalog of an
exhibit of Antiqae Coloar Printt From the Collection of
Frmk Lloyd lVrigbt held at the Fine Arts Building
in the fall of \917 and again on the cover of the
Auction cataTog printed for the sale of l7right's
prints in New York in 1927. No record of who
printed these cataiogues is available, but they may
also have been done by Seymour. The ffnal item we
know to have been done by Seymour for Frank
Lloyd l7right was a small paper cover booklet
Experimenting Wtlt Human Liues. This was distributed
by the Fine Art Society at Olive Hill in Hollynarood,
California, but Seymour did the graphics and print-
ing in 1923.

Mr. Seymour also claimed Louis Sullivan among
his friends and was to have printed hi.s A Sytem
of Arc/titectaral Ornament until the American Institute
of Architects decided to underwrite the publication
of that venture and bring it out over their own
imprint.

As a founding member of the Cliff Dweliers
CIub in Chicago, Mr. Seymour knew nearly all of
those men who made Chicago the great architec-
tural center that it was and still is. The publications
that he did for Wright and others contributed to
that greatness. He will be missed but remembered
for many years to come.

Letter to the Editors
Gentlemen:

In some cleaning out that we are doing we have
come upon a stock of a few sheets of the original
edition of A Sytem of Architectaral Ornament. This is
the sheet that has piates two and three on it.
Although the outside sheets are quite difty, I
imagine that there might be between 60 and 70
that are quite presentable.

It has occurred to me that possibly some people
would like to get copies of even one original sheet,
particularly for framing purposes. I doubt if we
could handle this ourselves, but I thought that you
with your specialized clientele might possibly be
interested. Any proceeds, of course, we would add
to the Sullivan Scholarship Fund.

Sincerely yours,
George E. Pettengill, Hon. AIA
Librarian, The Octagon

Preuietu
The Second Quarter of Volume III of THE

PRAIRIE SCHOOL REVIEW will be primarily
concerned with the work of Marion Mahony.
This talented designer, perhaps best known
for her work in Frank Lloyd Wright's Oak Park
studio, later became Mrs. Walter Burley Griffin.
The author is David T. Van Zanten of Harvard
University.

Tobereviewed.. ..
The Forgotten Rebel

John Crosby Freeman

Views of Ancient Monuments in Central
America, Chiapas and Yucatan

Frederick Catherwood

!7e appreciate receiving comments and rec-
ommendations in the form of letters to the
editors. When of general interest and space
permits, we are happy to publish such letters.
We are particularly interested in previously
unpublished and linle known works of the
"Prairie" architects.

Editor's Note: Ve are ltappy to accept Mr. Pettengill's
suggettion. He lsat fonuarded the sheets to ut, and they uill
be distributed on a firct come, fitt serte bais. Tbe platet
are printed 0n lpplrite side: of tbe ume rbeet in sucb a
maniler as to permit t/teir being diuided and franed tepa_
rately. Tbe price h ff2. )0 per theet in aduance.
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